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Disability Rights Center-NH is Fighting
for the Right to Vote
By Kathie Ragsdale

Cheshire Superior Court in Keene, New Hampshire. Photo/
Angelika Wilkerson

Pilot Jury Trial Planned
for August
By Scott Merrill
The New Hampshire Superior Court will hold a pilot jury trial in Cheshire County next month and given the
court’s concern for the safety of everyone involved it could
be the cleanest courthouse in the state.
The New Hampshire Judicial Branch remained open
during the declared Emergency Order that ran from March
13 until June 15 but saw significant restrictions in foot traffic
in public courthouses, and the Superior Court put on hold
nearly 1,000 jury trials. With new guidelines from the CDC
and low infection rates in northern counties, the court began
making plans to gradually resume jury trials, both grand and
petit, starting in Cheshire County.
At the start of the pandemic, according to the Chief
Justice of the Superior Court Tina Nadeau, the court was
concerned with striking a balance between maintaining the
right to a speedy jury trial and the safety of those entering
the court rooms.
“One idea was to have a virtual jury trial,” Nadeau
said, adding that constitutional concerns and the potential
for technical glitches became apparent very quickly. “Some
of the concerns about this were ‘how does a virtual trial effect the right to cross examine, and can the jury accurately
examine the behavior of the witness while appearing virtually.’”
Potential technical problems included what to do in the
case of a lost call and the difficulty, or impossibility, of identifying who was in the room with the juror.
“We decided to opt for a safe return to jury trials by
following the CDC recommendations as well as those of the
state’s chief medical officer,” Nadeau said. “We want to start
with one trial and we’re doing jury selection virtually so that
when we actually come in they will come in one member at
a time for individual voir dire. This will cut down on a massive number of people being in the courtroom at one time.”
PILOT TRIAL continued on page 30
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Cheryl Killam was excited
as she drove to the polls in the
spring of 1984, in part because
her name was on the ballot as a
proposed delegate to the upcoming state Constitutional Convention.
But when she arrived at
her polling place in Hampstead,
New Hampshire, the polio survivor found that snow covered
the handicapped ramp she would
need to navigate her wheelchair
into the building. She struggled to
maneuver to the top of the ramp,
only to find that the door was locked. It took a stranger’s
help to get her inside.
The experience spurred Killam to dedicate much of her
life to advocating for disabled people and their right to vote.
She spent six years, 2002 through 2008, as the accessibility
specialist for the New Hampshire Governor’s Commission
on Disability. She criss-crossed the state, assessing polling
places and courthouses for their accessibility.
The effort to ensure that disabled individuals have equal
opportunities to vote continues today, as organizations like
the New Hampshire Disability Rights Center and others
work with the Secretary of State’s office to effect change.
Despite continuing challenges, advocates agree that

progress has been made.
The 1984 Constitutional Convention that
Killam ended up attending passed an amendment, later ratified at the
ballot box, to make all
polling places in New
Hampshire easily accessible for disabled and elderly voters. It is similar
to the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and
Handicapped Act passed
at the federal level the
same year to make polling places physically ac-

cessible for federal elections.
Then came the Americans with Disabilities Act, which
became law in 1990, prohibiting discrimination against individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life. This wasfollowed by the Help America Vote Act, signed into law in
2002, which includes provisions to make polling places accessible to those with disabilities, and requiring that at least
one voting system at each polling location be available to
those with disabilities.
Because of such measures, “In terms of wheelchair accessibility, they pretty much have nailed it,” Killam says of
polling places.
VOTE continued on page 15

PRACTITIONER PROFILE

A Family Law Attorney with a Range of Passions
By Kathie Ragsdale
Marianne L. Rousseau is likely the only family law
practitioner in New Hampshire who also breeds dogs,
competes in equestrian dressage, plays classical guitar
and takes voice lessons.
She is equally at ease in a courtroom, in a saddle, or
parading one of her Labrador retrievers before the judges
at Westminster.
The senior partner and managing director of Pembroke-based Rousseau Law & Mediation, PLLC, Rousseau grew up in Lowell, Massachusetts with an early love
of both music and animals, including the dogs and cats
she had as childhood pets.
She earned a bachelor of music from the University
of Lowell and a masters in music, magna cum laude, from
the Peabody Conservatory of Music of Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, before beginning a career as a
ROUSSEAU continued on page 17

Marianne Rousseau and her dog Rudy, a registered Therapy
Dog.
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Dan Will: The New Hampshire Bar Association’s
First Public Sector President
Dan Will became New Hampshire’s
first Solicitor General in August of 2018.
He became president of the New Hampshire Bar Association in June.
Before entering the public sector,
Will was an attorney for Devine Millimet
where he practiced in the areas of business and commercial litigation and also
served on the New Hampshire Judicial
Council.
Will recently answered questions
from the New Hampshire Bar News to
share more about his background with
members of the Bar.
What has your path towards the law
and your current position been?
After law school at Boston College, I
clerked for two years – for a federal district judge and then for Judge Stahl on
the First Circuit. At the time, I was trying to decide whether to work in Boston
or come to New Hampshire, and I wound
up at Judge Stahl’s old firm, Devine Millimet, for about 21 years. I began to want to
include public service into my career, and
the opportunity to be New Hampshire’s
first Solicitor General lured me over to the
Attorney General’s office in August 2018.
What is the most rewarding and the
most challenging part of your job?
I’m the first person to hold the position of Solicitor General, so that’s been
fun because I’m playing a big part in

President’s Perspective
By Daniel E. Will
Solicitor General,
NH Attorney General’s
Office, Concord NH

shaping the position. And, it has been really rewarding to be doing work I haven’t
done before. For example, prior to coming over to the Attorney General’s office, I
had no experience with criminal law. Also,
this office has a strong collaborative culture which has made it really rewarding
to work with colleagues on different legal
issues and strategies. I’ve enjoyed arguing issues in court, but also working with
people in the office to solve the myriad of
issues that come up regularly. The public
service and collaboration with dedicated
colleagues are definitely the most rewarding parts.
Probably the biggest challenge is that
the resources are scarce and the workload
is heavy. Prior to arriving here, I never understood the breadth of the scope of the
Attorney General’s responsibilities. People here are extremely dedicated and hard

working, and there is a constant load of
complex cases and problems that we handle. Things like last year’s homicide numbers or this year’s COVID-19 really tax
the office, but people rise to the occasion
and continue to produce world class work.
I get a lot of pride out of being a small part
of what this office accomplishes, but it is a
challenge every day.
Who inspires you personally?
My own family inspires me more
than anyone else. My wife and two adult
daughters – they work hard and set high
standards for themselves and they are
also compassionate, empathetic people.
They plow through setbacks and take
care of each other. In our family, we don’t
let each other off the hook, and over the
years, their approach to life has inspired
me to keep working at it as hard as I can,
and all three are sources of deep inspiration.
Beyond my family, I don’t necessarily have anyone specific in mind, but inspiring people seem to surround me. As
you get to know people you encounter in
your day-to-day life, you realize they’ve
overcome some significant adversity,
give support and service to others, deal
with career setbacks, disabled or dying
family members, support communities,
all in a graceful way that does not attract
WILL continued on page 19

Just Check the Box
By George Moore
Executive Director
It’s hardly an insight to say these are
troubled times. The pandemic has spread so
much pain and suffering, both personal and
economic. It has become clear that those
that are most vulnerable in our community
are experiencing the economic brunt of the
crisis. Through this hot mess, one thing is
sure to become a reality – a tremendous
surge in our fellow citizens desperately
needing legal assistance with no meaningful
ability to pay.
Remember, many of these potential clients would not have qualified for help from
New Hampshire Legal Assistance or LARC
or New Hampshire Pro Bono because they
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had good, steady
jobs before COVID19. We now have
unemployment rates
for months on end at
historic highs, with
government supplements either ending
or being reduced.
Unemployment
claims, eviction disputes, health care
benefit counseling, sexual violence claims,
are only some of the matters that will fill the
courthouses as we reopen, slowly, the New
Hampshire economy.
At this critical time, for our expanded
base of desperately needy people, the fund-

Portsmouth

Woburn

ing for legal services organizations is undergoing severe strain to the point of potentially being overwhelmed. With interest rates
at virtually zero, one of the primary private
funding sources for legal services, the Interest On Lawyers Trust Accounts program
(IOLTA) is anticipating a one third drop in
revenue. Other participating agencies, such
as United Way, are likewise under unprecedented pressure to meet pre-COVID funding levels.
So what does this have to do with you,
dear Bar member? The New Hampshire
Bar Association leadership recently published an open letter (email) to all members
reaffirming our organization’s unwavering
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NHBA Holds Annual Business Meeting Remotely
The past several months have often
presented a mixture of the strange and the
familiar. This was the case June 19th when
the New Hampshire Bar Association held its
Annual Business Meeting remotely.
The meeting, which usually happens at
the Saturday night banquet on the last night
of the Annual Meeting weekend, was held at
the Bar center this year, with President Edward D. Philpot, Jr. presiding from his office.
Family, friends, and colleagues are
typically in attendance to honor the outgoing President and the President Elect, but due
to the continued social distancing guidelines
this year’s meeting and the passing of the
gavel to the Bar’s new president, Dan Will,
was held in the conference room at the Bar
Center.
“It’s a time to really get to enjoy the
company of our colleagues and their families,” Philpot said. “We missed that this year,
and I’m sorry that I couldn’t celebrate Dan
Will and his assumption of the role of President. In addition to being a great lawyer and
board member, Dan is a terrific person with a
great sense of humor and a true commitment
to the profession.”
“The virtual meeting worked, but it was
no substitute for the real thing. Dan, Richard
and Sandra are a solid team and I look forward to great things from our organization,
and to play whatever small part I can. So,
while I’m sad that we could not spend time
together in person this year, I look forward to
twice as much fun in 2021!”

Members of the Board of Governors and the New Hampshire Bar Association applaud from remote locations during the passing of the gavel from
Edward D. Philpot.

Above: President Edward D. Philpot passing the gavel “on screen”
to incoming president Dan Will (below).

Dan Will discussing some of the goals he has for his Presidency.
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Opinions

Standing Ruling Makes No Sense
By Chuck Douglas and Michael Lewis
The litigation pending before the
Hillsborough County Superior Court,
captioned Wallner v. Sununu, is a case
study in how far the influence of judicial
avoidism will go to frustrate the will of
the people. The case is about the Governor’s decision to bypass the legislature’s
Fiscal Committee with regard to how the
state will spend federal stimulus funds
conferred by Congress in response to
COVID-19.
The case is now before Superior
Court Judge David Anderson. Judge Anderson had two chances to recognize the
standing of the elected Speaker of the
New Hampshire House of Representatives. Judge Anderson failed to do so on
both occasions.
Under Judge Anderson’s rulings,
Speaker Stephen Shurtleff did not attain
the status of “taxpayer” for the purpose
of appearing in our state courts. We are
astounded by this decision to deny the
Speaker standing as a “taxpayer” and we
write because we are concerned that others might apply his erroneous analysis
and close our state courts to thousands of

other “taxpayers” who seek to challenge
the legality of government conduct under
Part I, Article 8, as amended by an 83%
popular vote.
As you assess what we write here, it
is worth noting that we, the two writers
of this essay, disagree about the legality
of the Governor’s actions, quite publicly.
One of us thinks the Governor has acted
legally and has so stated in newspapers
throughout the state. The other has stated
that the Governor’s conduct is illegal
and unconstitutional and has published a
piece in one newspaper to that effect.
Despite this disagreement, however, we are writing because both of us
have thought about the implications for
Part I, Article 8, as amended through the
ratification process in November 2018,
and are concerned enough about Judge
Anderson’s decision to share why we
believe that his standing decisions were
wrong.
As amended, Part I, Article 8 (now
available on the Secretary of State’s
website), provides in relevant part:
“All power residing originally in,
and being derived from, the people, all
the magistrates and officers of govern-

Chuck Douglas

Michael Lewis

ment are their substitutes and agents, and
at all times accountable to them. Government, therefore, should be open, accessible, accountable and responsive…. The
public also has a right to an orderly, lawful, and accountable government. Therefore, any individual taxpayer eligible to
vote in the State, shall have standing to
petition the Superior Court to declare
whether the State or political subdivision
in which the taxpayer resides has spent,
or has approved spending, public funds
in violation of a law, ordinance, or constitutional provision. In such a case, the
taxpayer shall not have to demonstrate
that his or her personal rights were im-

paired or prejudiced beyond his or her
status as a taxpayer….”
Speaker Shurtleff, a longtime voter
and taxpayer, is an “individual taxpayer
eligible to vote” and so has “standing to
petition the Superior Court” to challenge
state spending decisions as he did in the
case.
Judge Anderson engaged in a construction and application of Part I, Article 8, that reads at least one sentence out
of it all together (“The public also has a
right to an orderly, lawful, and accountable government”) and rendered conclusions that defy both the plain language
of Part I, Article 8’s expansive standing
provisions and its history. Indeed, Judge
Anderson concluded that amendments
to Part I, Article 8, passed in 2018 and
designed to reverse the New Hampshire
Supreme Court’s decision in Duncan v.
State, did not reverse the holding of that
decision but, rather, left the decision as
the law of the land in New Hampshire,
unscathed. No legislator involved in the
design and proposal of the constitutional
amendment would share that view.
RULING continued on page 8

Bench Notes

The Use of Social Media in Turbulent Times
In my first column for the Bench
Notes series, I wrote about the temptation
of judges to retreat into social isolation to
avoid conflicts of interest. I firmly believe
that it is essential for judges to remain engaged in the community to the maximum
extent consistent with our obligations under the Code of Judicial Conduct. But,
I also recognize that doing so presents
challenges. One such challenge is social
media, especially when the feeds are inundated with emotional conversations around
contentious but important issues such like
racial justice, the government’s response to
COVID-19, and the November elections.
This difficulty also extends to law
clerks whose own canons of conduct require them to act in ways that promote
impartially and integrity of the judiciary. It
becomes a particular challenge when some
view online silence as indifference to the
important and emotional causes that will

Bench Notes
By Judge
N. William Delker

New Hampshire
Superior Court

shape the future of our country.
The simplest solution for judges and
law clerks to avoid conflicts of interest is
just to abstain from the use of social media
altogether. In my mind, that is not a satisfying answer for a few reasons.
First, given how ubiquitous Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and the other platforms

have become in contemporary life, it is
hard – and perhaps unwise - to avoid them.
Second, social media provides a valuable
space to connect with family and friends,
and to learn about the currents affecting
the wider world. More importantly, social
media plays such an outsized role in the
lives of the victims, defendants, witnesses,
and litigants who appear before us, a judge
would be ill-equipped to understand their
perspective if the judge was not conversant
in this online world.
However, with engagement comes
risk. Canon 3(B)(9) prohibits judges from
making “any public comment that might
reasonably be expected to affect [the]
outcome or impair [the] fairness” of any
“pending” or “impending” cases. Similarly, Canon 3(B)(10) states, “with respect
to cases, controversies or issues that are
likely to come before the court,” a judge is
not allowed to “make pledges, promises, or

commitments that are inconsistent with the
impartial performance of the adjudicative
duties of the office.” More generally, Canon 2(A) provides: “A judge shall respect
and comply with the law and shall act at
all times in a manner that promotes public
confidence in the integrity and impartiality
of the judiciary.”
The bread and butter of Facebook
and other platforms is to “like,” “share,”
“follow,” and “friend” various people and
posts. There is little risk that “liking” a post
about a fun, new vacation destination will
result in a conflict of interest. It is quite
another thing to post an emoji expressing
support of or opposition to the Black Lives
Matter movement, the effort to defund the
police, or the government’s response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The important policy debates that underlie these social moveBENCH NOTES continued on page 8
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Opinions

Immigration During Covid-19: Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor –
Wait a Minute, Not so Fast!
By George Bruno
United States immigration is bankrupt.
Literally. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS), our country’s agency
charged with administering naturalization,
processing visas, and granting green cards,
is running out of money and soon will be
insolvent. Often referred to as a broken system, U.S. immigration is funded by fees generated by petitioners and applicants. Since
immigration has been largely halted since
March when CoVid-19 began to take hold,
the agency, now slowly reopening, is seeking
a $1.2 billion emergency appropriation from
Congress. If this fails, it must begin laying
off as many as 13,000 employees by end of
summer, according to Department of Homeland (DHS) officials. Curiously, if given the
funds, DHS is proposing to pay it back to the
U.S. treasury. Reading between the lines, this
means that families, employers, students and
other applicants can expect to pay higher filing fees on top of existing hefty fees, some
running into thousands of dollars for services
which have seriously deteriorated in recent
years.
Speaking figuratively, U.S. immigration

has been trending
bankrupt through a
series of misguided
policies, at least since
2017, and perhaps
earlier. Given the extended attention over
building “the wall”
on our southern border (because Mexico
is not sending “its
best”), the Muslim
travel ban, the exhibition of immigrant children in cages, the ongoing litigation to expel
DACAs, US immigration policy seems to
change weekly with one new regulation after
another. This is ironic. From its beginning.
the dedicated thrust of the Trump Administration has been to eliminate regulations in
federal agencies across the board, reducing
restrictions on air and water quality, workplace safety, food production, business practices, and even ethics in government. Yet, in
the world of immigration, the Administration
is piling them on.
As I write this, it is hard to keep up with
the changes. USCIS regulations have often
been compared to the IRS in their complex-

I am writing with respect to the recent
communication from the current and immediate past NHBA presidents regarding
the killing of George Floyd, Juneteenth
and the NHBA motto, “Equal Justice Under Law.”
The recent letter was welcome, but it
could have gone further, especially given
the comments on social media of a former
officer of the NHBA and two other members who are elected officials in Manchester. However, rather than merely complain,
I would like to suggest that the NHBA undertake specific actions to make equal justice for all more than a goal, but a reality.
Over the years the NHBA has diligently worked to establish gender equity in
the practice and administration of the law.
Why not undertake a similar effort to promote racial justice and equality? Diversity
training could be made available as part of

Work visas: going, going, gone

On June 22, under Proclamation 10014
of April 22, 2020, as amended, President
Trump halted processing of temporary work
visas, including H1B (professionals with degrees), L (intra-company transfers of overseas employees) and J (e.g., au pairs, interns,
camp counselors, vacation work-study) and
others until the end of the year. Also halted,
were the processing of H2B seasonal worker
visas, excluding agricultural (loggers, apple
pickers, landscapers, utility maintenance,
etc). And while this latest order is described
as temporary, much like the 2018 “temporary” Muslim travel ban, these executive orders have a way of continuing without end.
The impact of revoked or delayed job offers

will be felt throughout New Hampshire and
around the country in industry, technology,
tourism, health care and other sectors.
With 30 million unemployed, as the
economy reopens, the rationale is that the
jobs should go to Americans first. There is
a certain logic to that, and it is a good sound
bite. The countervailing argument is that
(a) H1B professionals are capped at a scant
60,000 annually after a lottery sorts through
over 200,000 applications, L executive and
skilled intracompany transfers a small fraction of that, (b) many Americans do not qualify for the available jobs, and (c) if the businesses cannot find the help they need in our
domestic market, they will simply reduce innovation in science and technology at home
and ship the work abroad, something not so
farfetched as remote employment spreads.
The closer reality is that COVID-19
has become a convenient cover, as part of
the President’s re-election strategy, to reduce
immigration in all of its forms, including for
families, workers, students, investors, refugees and more.
IMMIGRATION continued on page 18

The Bar is Taking Action on Diversity Issues

Letter to the Editor
To the Editors,

ity and byzantine nature. What is becoming
clear is that the President is using the coronavirus’ threat to public health and security to
accelerate his efforts to limit both legal and
illegal immigration. It confirms the classic
observation that elections have consequences.
Let’s put a spotlight on just the month
of June 2020, and some of the immigration
initiatives that unfolded.

the CLE program, as well as other CLE’s
that could look at various aspects of the
law and its administration with respect to
diverse communities. In addition, such
training could – and should - be made a requirement for all NHBA officers and staff.
As importantly, efforts could be made to
advance the hiring of persons from diverse
communities, and also to ask members of
our diverse communities what the NHBA
can and should do on the issues of racial
equality and racial justice.
New Hampshire has very few attorneys who are not white. That will not
change if we in New Hampshire, including
the NHBA, do not make New Hampshire
a place where individuals from diverse
backgrounds want to live and practice law.
Let’s not just talk, let’s act.
Thank you.
Kathleen N. Sullivan

The letter received from longtime
member and former Democratic Party Chair
Kathleen Sullivan commented on the Bar’s
recent open letter concerning recent events
involving racial injustice. The New Hampshire Bar Association reaffirmed our commitment, as an organization, to equal access
to justice for all our citizens, and to work
towards that goal in our everyday practice.
Attorney Sullivan goes on to lament
that the Association did not go further and
condemn several of our members who had
expressed their view, through social media,
that the protestors should be swept from the
streets. To that, I say two things. First, we
are a unified Bar, and under the Chapman
decision, must restrict our public comments
to matters directly concerning the administration of justice, not contentious political
issues. Second, the members in question
were simply exercising their 1st Amendment opinions. Like it or not, they still have
that right in 2020.
A final point, and a positive one brought

up by Attorney Sullivan, was that the Bar
should do more than write letters and take
action. In fact, the NHBA is doing just that.
At the June Board of Governors meeting,
the Board took the initial steps to establish a
diversity initiative, to explore ways we can
improve our sensitivity to diverse issues in
our work and provide better outreach to our
own diverse members. So – we agree, as Attorney Sullivan says, “let’s not just talk, lets
act.”
George Moore, NHBA Executive Director

Opinions in Bar News
Unless otherwise indicated, opinions expressed in letters or commentaries published in Bar News are solely
those of the authors, and do not necessarily reflect the policies of the New
Hampshire Bar Association Board of
Governors or the NHBA staff.
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“Equal Justice Under Law”- Message From The New Hampshire Bar Association
Concord, NH, June 19, 2020– The
New Hampshire Bar Association’s
motto proudly proclaims, “Equal Justice Under Law.” This phrase serves as
a guiding principle, and fundamental
tenet of our organization’s commitment to law, equality, and justice. he
recent death of George Floyd in Minneapolis has triggered protests nationwide including here in New Hampshire and brings forward the fact that
for many this ideal rings hollow. We
find this painful. Equally painful is the
recognition that while George Floyd’s
death serves as a catalyst for change, it
is only one of a long list of injustices
highlighting the ingrained racism that
still exists in our society.
Today we celebrate Juneteenth,
marking the end of slavery in the Unit-

ed States. On this important day, mindful
of the recent, painful events we have witnessed and experienced, let us all rededicate ourselves to our mission, and redouble
our efforts to live up to the ideal that our
motto proclaims. Let us make it our mission to support the equal administration
of justice for all as a state and nation. Let
us support all citizens of our state, and our
country, in the peaceful assertion of their
constitutional and civil rights and let us
work to extend that ideal to all communities.
The Bar Association recognizes that
individual attorneys may have personal
reactions regarding the recent events. That
is their right, but their statements are not
statements of the Bar Association. The Bar
Association’s mission is the administration
of justice. That means promoting a system

of laws that guarantees equal rights for all
citizens of all races. This is not a political
view. It is the law. It is a bedrock principle
of American justice. Our mission, motto,
and purpose demand action, especially
now, so that equal justice becomes a reality
for all citizens.
The elimination of discrimination is of
paramount importance. Our members and
our courts work daily to improve and support the administration of justice through
the guiding principles of trust, integrity, and
service. Our association has, and will keep
working, on improving access to justice in
many ways, for example, through our participation in the access to justice commission, the pro bono program, and our law
related education services. Further, our
association works to support our members
in the practice of law, providing continu-

ing legal education and other essential
resources to improve the administration
of justice in New Hampshire. In all our
work, we will strive to keep the issues
of inequality and injustice in our collective consciousness, and to respond to the
needs of our community and our system
of justice in so doing. We encourage our
members to bring additional ideas to our
attention by reaching out to the Board
of Governors. Working together, we can
do what needs to be done to ensure that
“Equal Justice Under Law” is more than
a motto.
Ed Philpot, Immediate Past President
Dan Will, President

New Hampshire Women’s Bar Association is Commited to Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
The New Hampshire Women’s Bar
Association (NHWBA) condemns the recent murders of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud
Arbery, George Floyd, Rayshard Brooks,
and others at the hands of systemic racial
injustice that pervades our country and
communities. Racism, intolerance, oppression, and hate have no place in our society,
and we cannot stand silent. Gender equity
does not exist in a vacuum – it goes hand in
hand with racial equity, and we must stand

as effective allies with the Black men,
women, and children who are affected by
such racism, intolerance, oppression, and
hate. We must say their names as we renew
our commitment to advocate for equity,
diversity, and inclusion in the legal profession and beyond.
Their lives matter. As attorneys, we
have certain privilege and obligation to
speak up and fight for those who cannot,
which includes those who are suffering

at the hands of inequity and injustice. We
must work together to become stronger allies for our colleagues, friends, and neighbors who are marginalized, and to use our
voices to fight against racial inequity not
only in the legal profession, but in all aspects of our society. We must call out racism for what it is when it happens, and
continue to strive for human rights regardless of skin color and equal justice under
the law.

We urge you to join us in a call to action for the New Hampshire legal community to use our resources, skills, and time to
make change and to be anti-racist. For a list
of resources to get you started please visit
nhwba.org.
In solidarity,
The New Hampshire Women’s Bar
Association Board of Directors

THE ONLY FIRM IN NEW HAMPSHIRE WITH LAWYERS SELECTED AS
2019 SUPERLAWYERS FOR PLAINTIFF PERSONAL INJURY MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

Abramson, Brown & Dugan is pleased to announce that three of its attorneys were
recently selected for inclusion in the 2019 edition of New England Super Lawyers
Magazine. Super Lawyers is a “rating service of outstanding lawyers from more than
70 practice areas who have attained a high-degree of peer recognition and professional
achievement. The patented selection process includes independent research, peer
nominations and peer evaluations. A designation of top-rated practicing attorneys selected through extensive evaluation.”
Abramson, Brown & Dugan is the only law firm in New Hampshire with lawyers selected as New England Super
Lawyers in the practice areas of Personal Injury – Medical Malpractice on behalf of injured plaintiffs. Attorneys
Mark Abramson, Kevin Dugan, and Holly Haines were
each recognized for their work in these practice areas
and are the only three attorneys to have been
THE PRACTICE FOR MALPRACTICE.
recognized in New Hampshire.
We honor referral fees. Let’s work together for your
clients’ Personal Injury and Medical Malpractice claims.
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Committee Corner
The Ethics Committee: Providing Guidance and Support for New Hampshire’s Legal Community
Editor’s Note: The Committee Corner is a
new, ongoing New Hampshire Bar News
feature that will allow Bar Members to learn
more about how the Bar Association’s numerous committees function, and to gain information about how to access the services
provided by committee.
By Stephanie K. Burnham
The Ethics Committee provides guidance to members of the New Hampshire Bar
and Judiciary on issues and questions related
to the Rules of Professional Conduct (RPC).
The Ethics Committee seeks a wide variety
of members from different geographic areas,
practice areas, firm sizes, as well as attorneys
practicing in both the public and private sector. While the Ethics Committee’s primary
focus is the members of the New Hampshire
Bar and Judiciary, the Committee receives
inquiries from all over the country, and even
the world, on topics of current interest and
previous publications. The Ethics Committee
focuses on addressing questions from members of the New Hampshire Bar through informal communications like the Helpline, by
proposing amendments to the RPC, and by
rendering Opinions, Practical Ethics Articles,
and Ethics Corners on topics of interest relating to the RPC. Even though the Ethics Committee provides guidance, none of the publications are binding on the New Hampshire
Supreme Court’s Committee on Professional
Conduct, and the Committee does not provide legal advice. Some of the Ethics Committee’s ongoing projects include:

Ethics Hotline

One of the most important functions
of the Ethics Committee is to provide guidance to members of the Bar when they need
it most. For questions of an immediate nature, the Ethics Committee has a Helpline for
members of the Bar to call. The staff liaison
to the Ethics Committee, Robin E. Knippers,
will gather information about the inquiry and
direct the inquirer to a couple of different
members of the Ethics Committee who may
be able to provide guidance on their question.
The Ethics Committee Helpline telephone
number is 603-715-3259, or you can email
Robin at reknippers@nhbar.org. Members
of the Bar can also reach out to the Ethics
Committee, through Robin, on topics that are
not necessarily urgent but that the member
of the Bar may be looking for more in-depth
guidance on. The Ethics Committee will then
review those inquiries at the next Committee
meeting and determine how to best handle
that inquiry.

Ethics Committee Opinions, Ethics
Corners and Practical Ethics Articles

Ethics Committee Opinions are an indepth analysis and application of the RPC to
a specific situation or question. Most often,
these Opinions are the result of an inquiry
from a member of the Bar, but on occasion,
the Committee may select a topic from current events or other organization publications, such as the ABA or other states’ Ethics
Committees. Some recent Ethics Committee
Opinions include: Disclosure of a Client’s
Identity, Border Law and Confidential Cli-

ent Information: Practical Considerations
and Ethical Obligations, and Providing Legal
Services in Exchange for a Client’s Goods
and Services. Ethics Corners and Practical
Ethics Articles are also designed to analyze
and apply the RPC to issues of general interest to the Bar. These publications tend to be
shorter and take a broader approach to a topic
of interest. Most recently, the Ethics Committee published a series on Lawyers and
Texting as well as Practical Tips: Ethics and
Diligent Client Communications. You can
find past Opinions, Ethics Corners and Practical Ethics Articles on the New Hampshire
Bar Website at https://www.nhbar.org/
resources/ethics/. The Ethics Committee is
currently working with the New Hampshire
Bar Association to update the website to provide not only the most recent topics, but historical publications as well.

Annual Ethics Committee
Bar Supplement

Each year in September the Ethics Committee publishes their Annual Supplement.
This is a collection of publications generated by the Ethics Committee, including past
Opinions, Articles and Corners, all related to
the same topic. This year the Annual Supplement will center around Social Media. The
purpose of the Supplement is to gather relevant written materials together in one place
for quick reference by members of the Bar.

Amendments to the Rules
of Professional Conduct

The Ethics Committee works with the

Board of Governors, Attorney Discipline Office, and the Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules to offer amendments to the
Rules of Professional Conduct. Within the
last couple of years, the Committee has advocated for a change to Rule 8.4(g) to ban
harassment and discrimination based on the
ABA Model Rule. The Committee has also
undertaken to update Comments to the RPC
when needed to reflect more current practice, publications, and Court decisions, that
impact the RPC.
The Ethics Committee routinely meets
the second Wednesday of every month from
September to June from 2:30 pm to 4:30pm.
There are attendance requirements to ensure
we have a Quorum to conduct business and
to make sure that the Ethics Committee’s important works are completed. Members are
asked to attend every meeting, if possible,
and to collaborate with other members on
writing projects to help get the Committee’s
materials published. If you are interested in
joining the Committee please contact Robin
E. Knippers, we welcome all members of the
New Hampshire Bar who are interested in
lively discussions of
Ethics topics.
Stephanie K. Burnham is the Chair of
the Ethics Committee. She practices in
Wills, Trusts & Estates, Probate and
Bankruptcy law at
Hage Hodes, PA in
Manchester, NH.

Attorney Amy Connolly
Family Law Specialist

Providing Concise Advice in Confusing Times
• The only New Hampshire Attorney
Board-Certified in Family Trial Law
by the ABA accredited National
Board of Trial Advocacy
• Award-Winning published author in
Collaborative Law and Practice
•

Seasoned Litigator

•

Marital Mediator

•

Practicing in Rockingham,
Hillsborough and Strafford Counties

Chuck Douglas,
T. King,Chuck
C. Kevin
Leonard,
Megan
Douglass
George T. Benjamin
“Skip” Campbell,
Douglas,
Benjamin
T. E.
King,
C. Kevin Leonard, Megan E. Douglass

Employment Lawyers
for Employees
We will work with you on a referral fee basis.

20 C Hampton Road, Exeter, NH 03833
(603) 580-2887
www.familynhlaw.com
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y Ruling from page 4
Unfortunately, this sort of decision
stands in a long line of decisions of the
same ilk. It is one in which judicial officers harm ordinary people out of some
imagined sense that aggrandizing government to the detriment of the rights of
the people is consistent with the public
good.
It is consistent with how judges negated the provisions of the 14th Amendment in the aftermath of the Civil War
and left freedmen without remedies and
access to courts to protect their rights
against state governments during Reconstruction. And it is consistent with
the numerous ways in which courts have

Share
Your Perspective
Bar News welcomes
submissions of:
✓opinion articles
✓letters
✓practice articles
✓book and tech reviews

Contact news@nhbar.org
for more information.

constructed immunity protections for
government officials and police that bear
no resemblance whatsoever to the concept of governmental accountability.
We both believe that Judge Anderson
is an able judge, but his standing analysis
is consistent with a negative view of popularly adopted constitutional protections
that people have won for themselves at
the ballot box, but that some judges dislike. As lawyers are absorbed in a tradition of lawyering, they are taught to view
the law, conceptually, as a construct that
is ever more obscure and inaccessible to
a democratic society whose government
is based on the consent of the governed,
transparency, accessibility, and democracy.
Rather than a cribbed reading of
the 2018 additions to our Bill of Rights,
judges should see the fact that the entire
debate centered upon Duncan v. State in
2018. Judicial ego should not block the
courthouse door based upon the overwhelming bipartisan vote that put the
question to the voters.
Because Article 8 is in Part I of our
State Constitution’s Bill of Rights, it
should always be given a liberal reading
consistent with the goal of access to our
courts and not a narrow one.
Chuck Douglas is a former Superior
Court judge and New Hampshire Supreme Court justice who is now a practicing attorney.
Michael Lewis is an attorney and an Adjunct Professor of Law at the University
of New Hampshire School of Law.

y Bench Notes from page 4
ments have either resulted in litigation in
New Hampshire courts or reasonably may
result in future litigation.
The pitfalls of social media are not
limited to a single “like” or retweet. Rather, a person’s Instagram Story or Facebook
feed can tell a lot about the person’s outlook on life. Sharing one picture of your
cat reveals you are a pet owner. Posting
pictures of your cat every day, together
with sharing stories about cats, liking ads
for pet adoption agencies featuring cats,
and commenting on other people’s cat photos might send the message that you are a
crazy cat person. In the same way, sharing,
liking, posting, commenting, and retweeting about issues effecting the world may
send a clear message about your viewpoint
about the underlying policies.
As a member of the Judicial Conduct
Committee, I receive regular updates from
the Center for Judicial Ethics at the National Center for State Courts of jurists who are
sanctioned for running afoul of the Canons
of Judicial Conduct. Increasingly, that
misconduct includes the misuse of social
media. Missteps with the internet are not
limited to judges who have to solicit votes
to secure their seat through election. Recently, a senior judge on the United States
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit—
one of the courts often viewed as a stepping stone to the United States Supreme
Court—came under scrutiny for sharing
his thoughts about the removal of confederate monuments.
A number of ethics advisory opinions
conclude that the rules regarding a judge’s
interactions and communication in the real

and virtual worlds are the same. But, it is
not that easy. Ethics opinions from around
the country reach widely different conclusions about an issue as basic as whether a
Facebook friend should be seen with the
same lens as a real-world friend for purposes of conflicts of interest.
The problem is compounded when the
analysis is extended to law clerks. Most
of these young lawyers have not known
a world without social media. The experience of these men and women has been
infused with an online presence throughout
their formative years. To many of this generation, online silence is almost unthinkable. But, their canons on conduct exhort
them to “act at all times in a manner that
promotes public confidence in the integrity
and impartiality of the judiciary.” Judges
too are required to take steps to make sure
that law clerks live up to the high standards
of ethical conduct the public deserves.
As the United States is tested by momentous events from the COVID-19 pandemic to the protests over racial justice,
judges and law clerks will, of course, have
opinions about these issues. For individuals engaged with social media, online silence in the face of these pressures can be
viewed as indifference to the important and
emotional causes that will shape the future
of our country. Given how easy it is to comment on social media posts, the temptation
to do so can be overwhelming. However,
resisting the urge to weigh in is essential.
Sharing, liking, or retweeting those views
would undermine the public confidence in
the court’s impartial application of the rule
of law.
Hon. N. William Delker is an associate
justice for the NH Superior Court.

Call today for a free consultation or a second opinion 866-TL4J-LAW
Offer before
August - October 2019 Verdicts & Settlements*
Case Information
Result*
Nick and/or Ben
Invovlement
Medical Malpractice (MA)
Mother suffered stroke after
giving birth

VERDICT
$35.4 MILLION

Medical Malpractice (IA)
Failure to administer Epinephrine
after anaphylactic reaction to
contrast dye

VERDICT
$29.5 MILLION

OFFER
$350,000

Medical Malpractice (IA)
Unnecessary prostate surgery

VERDICT
$12.25 MILLION

OFFER
$1.75 MILLION

Medical Malpractice (IA)
Overdose of Pitocin leads to
neonatal seizures

SETTLEMENT
$9 MILLION

OFFER
$2 MILLION

Medical Malpractice (IA)
Delay in treatment of cauda
equina syndrome

SETTLEMENT
$6.5 MILLION

OFFER
$0
OFFER
$1.35 MILLION

Let Us Help You Win Your Case

Two lawyers, Nicholas C. Rowley and Benjamin R. Novotny,
are here to help you obtain justice for your clients.
Nick and Ben have demonstrated the ability to learn cases
with little notice. Their involvement in severe personal injury
and medical malpractice cases is proven to significantly
increase claim value. Their results speak for themselves.
Combined, they have achieved well over $1.5 Billion in jury
verdicts and settlements on behalf of their clients.
421 West Water Street, 3rd FL
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Decorah, IA 52101

OFFER
$15,000

Medical Malpractice (IA)
Vasectomy performed instead of
circumcision

VERDICT
$2 MILLION

*View additional verdicts and settlements at tl4j.com

Rowley and Novotny have a nationwide law practice
and look forward to helping you win your case.
(563) 382-5071 main office

www.nhbar.org

tl4j.com

No fee unless we win
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Post- Coronavirus Information Security: How Should You Reopen Your Firm?
By Cameron G. Shilling
While our attention has been focused
on coronavirus, cyber criminals have concentrated on infecting us with different viruses. As we rapidly transitioned to remote
work, hackers capitalized on weaknesses
like (a) insecure Wi-Fi, (b) employee personal computers used to access firm networks, (c) video conferencing that does
not prevent downloading of malware, (d)
infected external drives used to store firm
information, and (e) compromised/weak
passwords used to access email and other
primary business systems.
As firms reopen, the return of employees presents not only a risk of transmission
of Covid-19, but also a spread to firm networks of cyber viruses. Indeed, many firms
are unaware that hackers have already infected their systems via remote access applications used during the pandemic and
are waiting for a return to normal activity
before paralyzing firms with ransomware
or stealing funds.
To avoid becoming a victim, firms
should take as much care when returning
employees to their networks as they do

returning employees to their offices. The
following are a few steps to help ensure
information security.
1. Before returning employees to the network, conduct an ad hoc risk assessment
with an experienced information security professional to identify risks to your
firm.
2. Scan all laptops with advanced security software before permitting them to
be reconnected to the network. Normal
anti-virus/anti-malware is often insufficient to detect the malware, ransomware, and “zero-day” viruses created
during the pandemic.
3. Scan the network with such advanced
software before permitting employees
to reconnect, to ensure that any malicious application is removed before it
can spread.
4. Require employees to change their passwords before or at the time they reconnect and ensure that passwords are truly
complex.
5. Implement multi-factor authentication
for all primary systems, both on prem-

ises and in the cloud.
6. Ensure all operating systems and applications are updated and patched.
7. Disable USB ports on firm computers or
ensure that external drives are scanned
by the advanced security software
whenever connected.
8. If employees were permitted to access
the network using personal computers,
terminate such access, recover all firm
information, and ensure that such information is permanently erased from
those computers.
While we are all eager to return to
more normal operations and financial
stability, rushing to do so without proper
preparation may result in a security incident that is as time-consuming, costly, and
as damaging as the coronavirus shut-down.
Following the steps above will both diminish the risks that firms face when reopening, as well as create businesses with
stronger information security controls for
the long term.

Cam Shilling chairs McLane Middleton’s
Information Privacy and Security Practice
Group. Founded in 2009, the firm’s team
of three attorneys
and one technology paralegal assist businesses and
private clients to
improve their information privacy and
security
compliance, and address
any security incident or breach that
may arise.

The Bar News has launched
this regular column devoted to
cybersecurity and information
privacy. Contact news@nhbar.org
if you’d like to contribute an article
on these critical issues facing the
profession.

IN 2019
$150M+ RECOVERED
LUBIN & MEYER’S strength lies in its demonstrated record of consistently obtaining
more multi-million-dollar verdicts and settlements in the areas of medical malpractice
and catastrophic personal injury law than any other law firm in the region.
In just the first 10 months of 2019, Lubin & Meyer achieved over $150 million on
behalf of its clients in Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Rhode Island.
WITH A PROVEN RECORD of delivering the top results, Lubin & Meyer would
welcome the opportunity to provide your client with an initial evaluation or a second
opinion without cost. Lubin & Meyer works on a referral fee basis.

The Leader in Medical Malpractice and Personal Injury Law

Lubin & Meyer pc

100 City Hall Plaza, Boston, MA 02108
Attorneys licensed in MA, NH and RI
Call (617) 720-4447
lubinandmeyer.com
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS

Notable Highlights of 2019
Wrongful death settlement

$12,000,000.00

Radiology error verdict

$11,500,000.00

Post-surgical infection verdict

$10,700,000.00

Product liability settlement

$8,900,000.00

Birth injury settlement

$7,500,000.00

Surgical error settlement

$5,100,000.00

Surgical error settlement

$5,000,000.00

Post-surgical infection settlement

$4,000,000.00

Wrongful death verdict

$3,750,000.00

Neurological birth injury settlement

$3,500,000.00

View more case results at lubinandmeyer.com
www.nhbar.org
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IOLTA Grants
By James J. Tenn, Jr.
Today, we live in a time where a global
pandemic has caused untold suffering for
many families in
New
Hampshire
and across our nation. The health impacts caused by the
COVID-19
virus
are but one of the
many
challenges
we confront. Tough
economic times and
job loss are at record
high levels, and we
see significant disruption in the marketplace. Those with the
least to lose are often hit the hardest, and, in
distress, they turn to the network of civil legal service providers for help.
At the request of the New Hampshire
Supreme Court, the New Hampshire Bar
Foundation has for decades served as the
steward of the Interest on Lawyers Trust Account program—the IOLTA program. The
New Hampshire Bar Foundation is a national
leader in IOLTA administration, and actively
engages with banks and credit unions to enhance IOLTA revenues by securing above-
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market interest rates paid on accounts. New
Hampshire’s IOLTA program has been one
of the largest and most consistent sources of
non-government funding for civil legal services in our state, and that funding is made
possible by the hard work and honest accounting of New Hampshire lawyers.
The New Hampshire Bar Foundation is
pleased to report that funding for civil legal
aid programs through the Interest on Lawyers
Trust Accounts program is $950,000 for the
fiscal year beginning June 1, 2020. This allocation is essential for the civil legal services
providers now confronting an increased demand for services. The New Hampshire Bar
Foundation’s board of directors approved
this substantial award at its May 12, 2020
meeting, acting on a recommendation by the
IOLTA Grants Committee, the five-member
group that reviews all grant applications.
This year, as has been the case for at
least the last decade, the bulk of IOLTA funds
will go to four providers of non-criminal legal services for low-income people in New
Hampshire. The four recipients are NH Legal
Assistance, the New Hampshire Bar Association’s Pro Bono Referral Program, the Legal
Advice & Referral Center, and the Disability
Rights Center. Additionally, funds also have
been awarded to the New Hampshire Bar

Association’s Modest Means Legal Services
program, which matches low and moderate
income people with lawyers charging discounted rates for legal services. Also, the
New Hampshire Bar Foundation awarded
funds for the Law School Loan Repayment
Assistance program, a program which provides assistance for student loan reimbursement to New Hampshire lawyers working for
civil legal aid programs funded by IOLTA.
The following are the specific grant
amounts awarded for Fiscal Year 2020-2021:
• New Hampshire Legal Assistance

$561,750

• New Hampshire Pro Bono
Lawyer Referral Service
$218,750
• Disability Rights Center- NH $58,750
• Legal Advice and Referral Center
$43,750
• NHBA Modest Means Program
$7,000
• Law School Loan Repayment
Assistance Program
$60,000
The New Hampshire Bar Foundation continues to be a careful steward of
the IOLTA Program. Since its inception in
1982, when IOLTA was first established in

www.nhbar.org

New Hampshire, our state was second in the
country to implement an IOLTA program,
enabling interest earned on client money in
small amounts or held for short periods to
be directed for charitable purposes, such as
funding for civil legal services and law related education. This key funding mechanism is
now used in all states and in Canada.
James J. Tenn, Jr., of Tenn and Tenn, PA, is
a trial lawyer, whose practice includes personal injury, criminal defense matters, parenting disputes over children, and divorce in
New Hampshire. Jim is a member of the Best
Lawyers in America, one of the oldest and
most respected peer-review publications. Jim
is also included in Super Lawyers , a rating
service of outstanding lawyers who have attained a high degree of peer recognition and
professional achievement. Jim has been recognized by New Hampshire Magazine as a
top lawyer and as an ideal attorney.
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In Memoriam

In the News

Community Notes
Thomas Watson Awarded the 2020
Civil Justice Award by the New
Hampshire Association for Justice

Drummond Woodsum attorney Thomas Watson has been selected to receive the
2020 New Hampshire Association for Justice
(NHAJ) Civil Justice Award for his longterm commitment to the foundational goals
of NHAJ. This award annually recognizes an
individual’s outstanding commitment to the
improvement and preservation of the American civil justice system.
NHAJ is a statewide professional association of trial attorneys working to protect
constitutional rights and to ensure people
have a fair chance to receive justice through

Francis Xavier “Fran” Quinlan

the legal system
when they have
been harmed by the
wrongful acts of others.
Attorney Watson is a member of
both the Drummond
Woodsum Business
Services Group and
the Trial Services
Group. He concentrates his practice in the areas of business
law, civil litigation, and real estate development.
NOTES continued on page 16

Coming & Going
Lisabritt Solsky Joins Granite State
Independent Living

Granite State Independent Living (GSIL)
is pleased to announce that Lisabritt Solsky
has joined the organization as the Vice President of Strategy and Corporate Development.
GSIL is New Hampshire’s statewide independent living organization, a federal designation, which serves individuals who experience disability and seniors through advocacy,
support services, information, education and
transition services. Ms. Solsky has worked in

mission driven healthcare in New Hampshire
for twenty years and is a respected expert in
Medicaid policy.

Benjamin Folsom Admitted to
Massachusetts State Bar

The law firm of McLane Middleton is
pleased to announce that attorney Benjamin
B. Folsom has been admitted to the Massachusetts State Bar.
CHANGES continued on page 16

Francis Xavier “Fran” Quinlan, 91, died
peacefully on June
12, 2020. He will be
remembered for his
warmth, his wonderful wit, and his zest
for life.
A
longtime
resident of Jaffrey
and Peterborough
NH, he was born
on September 19,
1928 in Winchester,
MA. He attended
Reading High School in Massachusetts, and
graduated from Harvard College in 1950.
Fran served in the US Navy during the Korean War, on the USS Eugene A. Greene as
a sonar operator. After the war, he attended
Boston College Law School and graduated
in 1959.
Fran was a self-made man who took
great pride in his work. He worked as an
attorney at Cheever and Sullivan in Wilton,
NH before starting his own law firm in Jaffrey, NH in 1962 where he practiced until
2015. He also served on the Jaffrey Planning
Board, Zoning Board and Village Improvement Society, and was a Director of the Monadnock Bank.
Fran enjoyed a long and happy marriage to Virginia Cary “Ginny” Quinlan, who
passed away in 2013. They loved traveling to
France, England and the Virgin Islands, and
were loyal Red Sox, Bruins and Celtics fans.
They were members of the Keene Country
Club, and the Thorndike Club where Fran
went swimming into his 80s. He also enjoyed skiing, tennis and golf.

Fran was an enthusiastic watercolorist.
He exhibited paintings at the Jaffrey Civic
Center, but took greater pleasure in giving
his paintings to friends. He spent many hours
in his vegetable garden every summer, and
took up beekeeping in recent years.
He is survived by his sons Timothy
Quinlan of Falmouth, MA, and Mark Quinlan of Amherst, NH, and his grandson Sam
Quinlan of Lake Tahoe, CA. His son Henry
Quinlan of Jaffrey, NH, predeceased him.
For the safety of family and friends,
no services will be held. However, remembrances are welcomed at csnh.com/obituaries.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made to the Southern Poverty
Law Center, or the American Civil Liberties
Union.

Yolande Noella Caron

Yolande Noella Caron, of Manchester,
died January 1, 2020, one week after her
88th birthday, at The
Manor at Birch Hill
following a period of
declining health. She
was born in Manchester on December
24, 1931, the daughter of Dr. Ovide and
Aloysia (Lemelin)
Lamontagne.
She
was educated at St.
Anthony’s Grammar
School and what is
now the Presentation of Mary Academy in
Hudson, NH. She later enrolled at Rivier
IN MEMORIAM continued on page 16

STAY CONNECTED
Join Arthur and Kathy
In an Informative and Interactive Discussion

Wednesday
August 19
Noon-1:15 PM

Kathy Fortin and Arthur Greene

Zoom
ID: 966 7445 6000
Password: 015405

The Topic:
Does Your Law Firm Have Value for the Purpose of Transition or Sale?
Save the Date: Sept 16, 2020. Topic: How to Plan for Transition or Sale
No cost – no registration required.
Go to Zoom Webpage – on the upper right click Join Meeting

603.471.0606 l www.arthurggreene.com l 3 Executive Park Drive l Bedford, NH 03110
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Remembering Ernest T. Smith III (1932-2020)
By Russell F. Hilliard
I have to start by explaining why I am
writing about Ernest T. Smith III, known
to all as Skip.
But first, let me say I have approached this with
some trepidation,
as Skip was not a
fan of the organized
bar. He mercilessly
chided me about my
bar activities. I’m
not sure he would
be happy about this
piece, but here we
go.
In 1976, shortly
after passing the bar
exam, I was appointed to assist Skip in
his defense of a homicide case (this was
before the Public Defenders’ Office had a
homicide unit). Working together, I spent
most of my time during the last months of
the year in the Upton office at 10 Centre
Street in Concord. This eventually led to
my joining the firm in 1980, and giving
me the opportunity to view Skip in action
until his retirement in 1994.
An incident in the mid 80s provides
insight to why he loved practicing law, in
his unique way.
The billable hour had not yet become
so ubiquitous. Also, technology was exploding, and we younger partners had
managed to convince the elder Uptons
that it was time to abandon carbon paper
altogether, and acquire a sophisticated
photocopy machine.
The new machine finally arrived, and
when Skip learned that it had an enlarging/reducing function, you could see his
eyes light up, and the wheels in his devious brain turning.
He was just finishing up a brief to file
in the New Hampshire Supreme Court,
and then spent almost an entire day in the
copy room.
He meticulously crafted a miniature
replica of the brief – 2.2 inches high and
1.7 inches wide, and all with a stiff color
cover and plastic binding – to send opposing counsel in a large Manchester
firm, a frequent comrade of his in hijinks.
So far as I know that lawyer never
requested a regulation-size copy, or even
acknowledged the mini-brief; I suspect he
didn’t want to give Skip the satisfaction.
But this gives you an idea about how
Skip “worked.” This giant of the trial bar
for more than 30 years provided so much
fun and so many memories.

A number of his colleagues shared Skip
stories with me, and they follow with permission.

Gary Richardson

Skip was not only a great trial lawyer,
but a great mentor. I have frequently said
that 90% of what I know about trying a
case I learned from Skip. In a jury trial,
one of Skip’s favorite tricks (techniques?)
was to convincingly prove some apparently irrelevant fact early in the case that
Skip knew an opposing witness would
contradict. It didn’t need to be a crucial
piece of evidence, in fact, sometimes it
was better if it wasn’t. It just needed to
be something that the jury had heard from
a reliable source and knew about the case.
Skip would then lead the witness down
the primrose path insisting how sure he or
she was of the fact as Skip played with the
witness, all the while letting the jury in on
the joke. No one did it better.

Joe Steinfield

The Smiths lived on Ridge Avenue in
Claremont, about a half mile from where
I grew up. Skip’s mother, Jane, and my
mother were very close friends. My grandfather used to say, “Jane Smith is tops in
Claremont.” Her father, Mr. Brownlee,
had been the president of Coca Cola in
Atlanta (see below), and Mrs. Smith had
a charming southern accent. Her husband,
Ernest, for whom Skip was named, ran the
Coca Cola Bottling Company in Claremont and was known to all as “Coca Cola
Smith.”
Skip was six years older than me, so I
didn’t know him well as a child. However,
our families both had houses on Lake Sunapee, and I can remember being on the
lake in our Chris Craft with Skip and his
wife, Sandy.
I did get to know Skip in later years,
partly because we were both Fellows of
the American College of Trial Lawyers. I
was always delighted by the fact that two
Claremonters had somehow been reunited
thanks to ACTL.
So, the news of his death strikes me
in a very personal way. I never knew him
professionally, but, of course, I have heard
about his excellent trial skills.

Bruce Felmly

Skip was one of a kind, an incredible
trial lawyer, but you could never quite figure exactly his plan until the second week
of trial. Great sense of humor, but also
very sincere and engaged with colleagues.
I always think of Skip as the great tri-
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al lawyer that escaped—to skiing, fly fishing and the world out West. It was always
just reassuring to know somebody pulled
it off and was still out there. I think the
Upton sabbatical plan forgot to latch the
corral gate with Skip.
Back in the early 90s, I tried a very
long medical negligence trial involving an
attempted suicide case and was lucky to
get a several million dollar jury verdict.
After seeing the verdict reported in the
press, Skip wrote me a handwritten note
which I never forgot.
“Bruce, I saw the news article about
your recent jury verdict in the attempted
suicide case. Congratulations. I have to
say I do not know any other trial lawyers
who would have even taken that case …
to say nothing about actually winning it.”
Faint praise, but classic Skip.

John Broderick

Skip lived life fully and on his terms.
He left the practice as you know at the
very top of his game. Easy to say, but very
hard to do. He was a great lawyer.
Mike Callahan, John Malmberg, and
I had a case years ago with Skip before
Judge Cann that I will never forget. Skip
represented a former lawyer from a large
New Hampshire firm who left the practice, moved to Florida and became a golf
caddy on the senior PGA Tour. His sister
and her two adult children lived in Concord. He was not close to them and they
almost never saw him. But, a year or so
before Skip took up his representation
his client had paid a visit to his sister and
stayed a week or so. He reconnected with
his sister’s adult children - his niece and
nephew- during his visit.
Skip’s client brought with him a
small suitcase of cash. It was never quite
clear where it came from, but there was
no question it was lawfully his. For whatever reason before he left, he asked his
sister to hold onto the money. Maybe he
had tax problems but it was never quite
clear why he left it. But, he apparently
told his sister that he would be back for
it. When he asked for the money back a
year or so later, he learned that his sister
and his niece and nephew had spent it.
They claimed he had given the money to
them as a gift. Skip sued and a jury trial
was held before Judge Cann in the old
Merrimack County Superior Court. Mike
Callahan had the niece, I had the nephew
and John Malmberg had the sister. Doreen
Connor, a newly admitted lawyer, was on
the jury.
In any event, our clients claimed that
Skip’s client gave them the cash as a gift.
They had spent it. So, we were pursuing
the gift defense knowing it wouldn’t likely be a winner. Skip’s cross of the niece
was devastating. He was playing along
with her gift theory and agreeing with her
that what her long lost uncle had done was
extraordinary since she almost never saw
him during her entire life. Skip finally
asked her if she agreed it was the most
generous act she had ever seen. She did.
He then walked towards her to ask this
question, “Did you ever thank him?” The
case was over, although it limbered on a
day or two more.
When the jury was out, Judge Cann
advised counsel that the jury had a question. The four lawyers went into chambers. He read the jury’s question looking
somber: “Are we limited in our award of
damages to the Ad Damnum of the writ?”
Ouch!! That qualifies as the ugliest question a jury ever asked in any case I ever
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tried. Catching my breath, I said to Judge
Cann: “That could go either way don’t
you think?” We all laughed. Skip won.

Jack Middleton

My experiences with Skip were similar to those of other lawyers. We all found
Skip a very bright and skilled trial lawyer
with a great sense of humor, a real pleasure to litigate cases on the same side or
different side. I remember a case in which
he was representing the parents of a private school student suing the school. I
represented the school. We took depositions on the campus, when we broke for
lunch, I took him to the cafeteria and he
quickly had everyone laughing. Not many
lawyers could pull that off. That was Skip.

Jim Shirley (the “Carnac” story)

Skip represented a client that was
ousted from the Claremont airport by the
airport authority. Skip’s client was developing a stunt airplane. Skip claimed that
Claremont’s breach of the agreement with
his client ruined the startup business and
caused millions in lost profits. K. William Clauson represented Claremont. The
trial went on for many weeks in Sullivan
County Superior Court. Among the catalog of defenses raised by Clauson was the
contention that Skip’s client had never
paid the $10 earnest money that was recited as part of the consideration for the
Claremont contract. After weeks of the
jury hearing about this contention, Skip
arranged to call a City employee to the
stand, and after introductions advised the
witness, “Maam, I would like to change
the order of question and answer. I have
in my hand an envelope that I am going
to open [Skip cuts the envelope open]
and hold up to my forehead. Please tell
me what the question is.” The witness responded sheepishly, “Is it a $10 check to
the Claremont Airport Authority?” Skip
blows open the envelope and a check flutters to floor. Skip picks it up and announces to the jury, “Why, yes it is!”
If I remember correctly, Skip got a
$10 million verdict that was ultimately
reduced by about half. Russ can straighten out any inaccuracies in this account.
[RFH note: Pretty darn close. Settled just
after Skip’s opening statement on retrial.
See Great Lakes Aircraft Co. v. Claremont, 135 N.H. 270 (1992)]

Jim Wheat

The last thing I received from Skip
was a fax depicting a smiley face bent
over a guillotine. The caption read “Have
a nice day”! I tacked it to my wall for
years.

David Slawsky

When I think of Skip, I’m reminded
of a Dave Nixon story. Dave was president of the NH Bar Association. He saw
Skip as a rising star and wrote Skip a letter
appointing him chairman of a Bar committee - might have been the Committee
on Cooperation with the Courts. As Dave
recalled, Skip’s response arrived two days
later. Skip declined; and in the same letter announced that he was also resigning
from the Bar Association.

George Moore

I first met Skip Smith when I was
sent to attend a deposition by the Senior
Partner at Devine Millimet I was working
for, Matt Reynolds. Anyone who knew
SKIP continued on page 13
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My Travels with Skip

Professional
Announcements

A remembrance by John K. McDonald, Esq.

On Thursday May 28th I received an
email from Barbara Brown, Skip’s former
assistant, informing me of Skip’s passing.
Although it had been thirty years since I
last actively practiced law in New Hampshire, I kept in touch with Barbara. Sadly,
I lost track of Skip when he moved from
Steamboat Springs to Austin, Texas, but
I never forgot all that he taught me in
the three years I practiced law at Upton,
Sanders & Smith (now Upton & Hatfield).
I first met Ernest T. Smith III in my
third year of law school and was immediately struck by the fact that there was a
twinkle in his eyes that lead me to believe
he loved mischief. During the interview
with Skip, all we talked about was skiing,
as I had taught it full time between college and law school. As I recall, there was
no discussion of the law. So, it appears
that Skip hired me solely on my skiing
abilities and not based upon my academic
abilities.
So, it was that in September of 1987,
I started working as Skip’s associate. In
just three short years, I gained a lifetime
of experience thanks to Skip. Not only
did I gain so much experience, like briefing and arguing three cases in front of the
New Hampshire Supreme Court, it was
experience guided by one of the best lawyers the Granite State had ever produced.
In the Spring and Summer of 1989,
Skip and I tried the case of Great Lakes
Aircraft Company v. The City of Claremont in the Sullivan County Courthouse.
The case took two months to try, so every
day we traveled to Newport from Concord, and during those trips I learned a lot
about Skip.
He was born in the South and moved
to Claremont, New Hampshire when his
dad purchased the Coca Cola Bottling
plant. He attended the University of New
Hampshire but left to join the Navy where
he became an officer. During the Korean
War, he flew jets off an aircraft carrier,
and when it was time to settle down, he
married Sandra, the love of his life. He
returned to college, this time attending
Middlebury College, where he excelled.
Married with a child, he attended Boston
College Law School and excelled there as
well.
Skip was hired in 1962 at Upton,
Sanders & Upton. There he started his
long and storied legal career. He was a
great trial lawyer, and he tried everything

from murder cases to wrongful death
cases. Trying a case was like a puzzle for
Skip. He would leave no stone unturned.
The law was not a grind to him, it was
hard work, but it was always fun, or at
least he made it seem that way. During the
Great Lakes trial, we worked very hard
and long hours, but we also laughed…. a
lot. The Great Lakes case, which I believe
was the highest verdict of its time, 5.25
million dollars, was a suit brought by our
client against the City of Claremont with
regarding the land owned by the city at
the Claremont Airport. Our client had begun to construct a manufacturing plant on
the land to produce aircraft when the FAA
came by objecting to the plant being built
in that area of the airport. That quadrant
was not to be used for manufacturing. As
a result of the FAA’s objection, the city
shut down the construction and our client
was basically bankrupted.
Skip thought of things others would
never dare to try. Somehow he convinced
the judge to allow us to make our opening statements at Parlin Field in Newport.
Skip arranged to have our client fly the
plane for the jury. The Great Lakes plane
was an open cockpit and was used for
stunts at air shows. The plan was to have
the plane take off and immediately do a
snap roll. As the plane lumbered down the
runway, Skip turned to me and said, “If
the plane crashes, grab the trial bags and
head to the car.” The plane did not crash,
and the rest is history.
The best way to describe the person
that Skip Smith was is by repeating a story
he told me about when he was on the wait
list at Harvard Law School. He had gotten
an appointment with the dean of the law
school to discuss his situation. As he told
it, he introduced himself, and stated to the
dean that he was married with a child and
needed to know if he was going to get into
the law school. He described the meeting
in detail. The dean sat at a large desk with
a large window directly behind him as the
sun shined in. Skip sat in a small chair in
front of the desk, the dean slowly turned
his chair to gaze out the window to ponder
his decision as to whether Ernest T. Smith
III was Harvard Law School material, and
when he turned back around to tell Skip
his decision, Skip was gone.
Skip is gone again, but I will never
forget him.

y Skip from page 12

read the New York Times cover to cover
and completed the crossword puzzle. The
record should further reflect that attorney
“A” didn’t bother to personally question
the witness.”
When I returned to the office, I saw
Matt, who asked me how it had gone. Being a young lawyer, I told him that everything seemed to have gone as we anticipated, with the possible exception that
for some unknown reason Skip Smith had
indicated at the end of the deposition that
one of the defense attorneys had spent the
entire time reading the New York Times.
I asked Matt why in God’s name would
Skip do that? Matt laughed and said that
was just Skip being Skip. He knew that
lawyer “A’s” claim manager was getting
copies of all the transcripts because it was
such a big case, and he’d read what he got
for his money that day.

Matt knew that if the deposition wasn’t
in a warm location or on the West Coast,
someone else would be showing up, and
on this particular day that person was me.
The deposition was of an expert in a quadriplegic case, and there were several defendants. Once everyone was in the room,
Skip, who represented the plaintiff, asked
one of the prominent defense lawyers
representing the principal defendant if he
would like to proceed, and was told that
no “some of the younger lawyers could
take care of the questioning.”
The deposition proceeded without incident and when the last lawyer completed his examination, Skip leaned over to
the stenographer and said “I want to note
for the record that during the entire threehour 25 minute deposition attorney “A”
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS
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STEBBINS, LAZOS & VAN DER BEKEN PLLC
is pleased to announce that

Bailey A. Goldberg
has joined the firm as an attorney in its
commercial real estate group.
Prior to joining SL&V, Bailey
practiced at two Massachusetts
regional law firms. Bailey
received his law degree from
Boston University School of
Law, where he was a Notes
Editor for the Journal of Science
and Technology Law, and his
undergraduate degree from the
University of New Hampshire
with high honors, where he was
elected Phi Beta Kappa.

889 Elm Street, 6th Floor, Manchester, NH 03101
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PRO BONO HONOR ROLL
2020 Attorney Honor Roll
The attorneys listed here each accepted one or more cases referred by the New Hampshire
Pro Bono Referral Program during the months of March through June 2020. Gold stars indicate
attorneys who accepted more than one Pro Bono case during the course of the month.
BELKNAP
John Garvey
Katherine Lacey
Allen Lucas

HILLSBOROUGH (S)
Michael Croteau*
Patricia LaFrance*
Penina McMahon*
Emma Stilson

CARROLL
James LaMontagne

GRAFTON
Dawn DiManna
Robert Hunt
Jack Kauders
Roderick MacLeish*
Judith Roman
Charles Sheng
James Thaxton
Joshua Bearce

“

MERRIMACK
Cohen & Winters
Davis | Hunt Law

GRAFTON
Brannen & Loftus
Caldwell Law
Deachman & Cowie

ROCKINGHAM
Coughlin Rainboth Murphy & Lown
Samdperil & Welsh

HILLSBOROUGH (N)
Brennan Lenehan
Butenhof & Bomster
Devine Millimet & Branch
Hage Hodes
Harvey, Mahoney & Bakis
McLane Middleton
Sakellarios & Associates
Shaughnessy Raiche

ROCKINGHAM
Leif Becker*
Beth Fowler
Penina McMahon*
Kimberly Shaughnessy
Justin Shepherd
Mark Sullivan*

STRAFFORD
Bamford Dedopoulos & Regan
SULLIVAN
Elliott Jasper Auten & Shklar
OUT-OF-STATE
Gregg Hunt Ahern & Embry

HILLSBOROUGH (S)
Black Vitelli Pennock
Morneau Law
Shepherd & Osboorne

STRAFFORD
Cindy Bodendorf
Kenneth Murphy
Christopher Regan
Richard Samdperil
Thomas Torr

HILLSBOROUGH (N)
Stephen Bennett
Ann Butenhof
Thomas Elwood*
Scott Harris*
Katherine Hedges
Kathleen Hickey
Marilyn Mahoney*
Joseph Prieto
Mark Rouvalis
Olivier Sakellarios
Kirk Simoneau

Our thanks to the following law firms who made it possible for their attorneys to
participate in Pro Bono. This list includes firms whose attorneys accepted cases from April
through June 2020. This list does not include the hundreds of firms whose attorneys have
ongoing cases.
BELKNAP
Wescott Law

MERRIMACK
Leif Becker*
Jonathan Cohen
Julie Connolly
Marilyn Mahoney*
Alice Ranson

CHESHIRE
Brian Shaughnessy
David Ward

Second Quarter 2020 Law Firm Honor Roll

Free Legal Answers Volunteers for
Second Quarter Report 2020

SULLIVAN
Roderick MacLeish*
Kenneth Walton

This list represents attorneys who have answered questions on Free Legal
Answers in the months of April, May and June.

It is one of the most beautiful
compensations of this life that no man
can sincerely try to help another without
helping himself.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Catherine Baumann
Martha Davidson
Michael DiRusso
Michael Fisher
Randy Gordon
David Gottesman
Scott Harris
Barbara Heggie
Courtney Herz
Robert Howard
Abigail Kline
Andrea Labonte
Marcey LaFleur

David McGrath
Catherine McKay
Rory Parnell
Pamela Stephanie
Christopher Regan
Jonathan Ross
L. Phillips Runyon III
Jane Schirch
Catherine Shanelaris
Brian Shaughnessy
James Shepard
Kelsey Sullivan
Angelika Wilkerson
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The ADA Turns 30

y Vote from page 1
But making facilities accessible and
making the act of voting accessible are two
different things, she notes.
For years, she says, blind voters would
have ballots read to them by family members
or moderators and have to trust that those
readers were directing them to check the
right box. Then came a cumbersome phoneand-FAX system, under which a user would
vote by punching a number on a keypad and
having the vote read back to him by phone
before the finalized ballot was sent to a FAX
device and entered into the ballot machine.
Stephanie Patrick, executive director of
the Disability Rights Center of New Hampshire, says technology is improving, and
points to New Hampshire’s recent introduction of the one4all voting system, which allows people who are blind to mark their votes
electronically, either using a touch screen or
having the ballot read over headphones and
using a keyboard to make selections.
The system is available at all polling
places and can be used by anyone, whether
disabled or not.
“We strongly encourage all people, not
only those with disabilities, to use it,” says
Patrick. “It’s easier and quicker to use than
a paper ballot… The more people ask to use
the machine, the more it’s going to be available for people with disabilities.”
But more work needs to be done to ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity
to vote, she says.
“I think generally people with disabilities face some challenges in voting privately
and independently every year,” Patrick says.
She says additional training may be
needed so that “election officials, including
moderators and workers on election day, are

New Hampshire Disability Rights Center Still Fighting for Integration
By Mike Skibbie
The one4all voting system.

really committed to doing the best they can to
serve people with disabilities and recognize
that this involves flexibility and awareness of
the rights of people with disabilities.”
“Progress has been made but it’s not a
perfect system,” she adds. “There’s always
room to be better. The Secretary of State’s office seems very willing to hear our concerns
and try to address them, but they have limited
resources.”
Even so seemingly minor a thing as
parking can be a barrier to voting, notes Killam, a resident of Newton, New Hampshire.
“My small town only has two accessible
parking spaces so if they’re occupied I either
wait or come back later,” she says.
The COVID-19 pandemic is further
complicating efforts.
“People may not be willing or able to
stand out in long lines and therefore might
not take the time to sign up for an absentee
ballot,” Killam says.
Patrick agrees, saying, “It’s important
for people to pay attention and really think
through what they want to do this fall with
the COVID concerns. We’re going to be really proactive in helping people with disabilities in thinking through what their options are
in advance. I believe the Secretary of State is
anticipating being more actively involved.”
“We’re really committed to making sure
people with disabilities, no matter what political party, are still able to go out and vote,”
she adds.

This month marks thirty years since the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was
signed into law. From the use of curb cuts
and ramps, to accessible transportation and
voting, the ADA has fundamentally altered
our understanding of what it means to live
with a disability.
As we celebrate three decades of this
civil rights law, we remember one of the most
important ADA cases in New Hampshire,
Amanda D. v. Hassan, a case that continues
to change mental health services in the state.
In passing the ADA in 1990, Congress
rightly observed that “individuals with disabilities continually encounter various forms
of discrimination, including outright intentional exclusion, the discriminatory effects of
architectural, transportation, and communication barriers, overprotective rules and policies, failure to make modifications to existing
facilities and practices, exclusionary qualification standards and criteria, segregation,
and relegation to lesser services, programs,
activities, benefits, jobs, or other opportunities.”
With the ADA, Congress, for the first
time, identified the segregation of people
with disabilities as a form of discrimination:
“historically, society has tended to isolate and
segregate individuals with disabilities, and,
despite some improvements, such forms of
discrimination against individuals with disabilities continue to be a serious and pervasive social problem.”
The “integration mandate” of the ADA
is designed to address the segregation prob-

lem. The regulations issued pursuant to the
ADA which apply to public entities state that
disability services are to be administered “in
the most integrated setting appropriate to the
needs of qualified individuals with disabilities.” A “setting” is defined as a space “that
enables individuals with disabilities to interact with non-disabled persons to the fullest
extent possible.”
The United States Supreme Court took
up the integration issue in 1999 and concluded that persons who qualify for services
in the community and wish to receive them
there are entitled under the ADA to live outside institutions so long as integrated services
can be reasonably provided. In the Olmstead
v. L.C. opinion, Justice Ginsberg described
the impact of segregation of people with disabilities:
“Recognition that unjustified institutional isolation of persons with disabilities is
a form of discrimination reflects two evident
judgments. First, institutional placement of
persons who can handle and benefit from
community settings perpetuates unwarranted assumptions that persons so isolated
are incapable or unworthy of participating in
community life. Second, confinement in an
institution severely diminishes the everyday
life activities of individuals, including family
relations, social contacts, work options, economic independence, educational advancement, and cultural enrichment.”
Although states can attempt to defend
their use of institutions through the use of the
“fundamental alteration” defense, often by
ADA continued on page 30
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LawLine Thank You
On Wednesday June 10, LawLine
was hosted by the Grafton County Bar
Association. Volunteers fielded about 30
calls from the public. Calls were taken
on a variety of legal issues, including
family law, landlord/tenant, and criminal law.
The NH Bar Association would like
to give a huge thanks to Attorney Cara
Albert who assisted with the organization of the event and to Attorneys Jason Crance, Stephen Girdwood, Omer
Ahern, Jim Laffan, Jack Kauders, and
Renee Harvey for volunteering their
time for this very important public ser-

vice.
LawLine is held on the second
Wednesday of each month from 6:00
pm to 8:00 pm. The Bar forwards phone
calls from people who are looking for
general legal advice and information to
the LawLine host’s office, and the host
assembles a small group of volunteers
to answer them for two hours. The Bar
also provides a light dinner for all volunteers. For more information or to volunteer to host a LawLine event, please
contact NHBA Lawline Coordinator
Eryon Greenburg at egreenburg@nhbar.org.

NHLA and LARC Boards Elect New Officers
The Overlapping Boards of New
Hampshire Legal Assistance and the Legal Advice and Referral Center elected
officers at their annual meeting on June
10. All officers are elected to a one-year
term.
G. Dana Bisbee of Hampton was
elected chair of both boards. Debby
Butler of 1911 Office was elected vicechair of the NHLA board; Deborah
Kane Rein of Hess Gehris Solutions
was elected vice chair of the LARC
board. Anne Jenness of Gallagher Callahan and Gartrell was elected secretary
of the NHLA board; Kile Adumene of
Manchester Community Health Center was elected secretary of the LARC
board. John Beardmore of Fidelity In-

vestments was elected treasurer of the
NHLA board; Talesha Saint Marc of
Bernstein Shur was elected treasurer of
the LARC board.
Bisbee was also reappointed to a
third three-year term on the boards. Also
reappointed to three-year terms: Michael
Delaney of McLane Middleton, Elizabeth Greenwood of Plymouth, Douglas
Hill of Gilmanton, and Quinn Kelley of
Boyle Shaughnessy and Campo.
Samantha Elliott of Gallagher Callahan and Gartrell completed her third
three-year term on the board. Rein
thanked her on behalf of the boards “for
her dedication and skill as an extraordinary leader, colleague and collaborator.”

College, then attended the Notre Dame Hospital School of Nursing, graduating as president of her class.
Following her nursing studies, she married Guy R. Caron in 1954, and after living
on various Air Force bases during Guy’s military service, they returned to Manchester to
raise their family.
Yolande was a woman of extraordinary
talent and tenacity. An accomplished classical pianist, she returned to college in 1976
to complete her bachelor’s degree at Rivier,
graduating summa cum laude. In her 50s,
with her children grown, she pursued a law
degree, graduating with honors from Franklin Pierce Law Center in 1987. She became a
member of the New Hampshire Bar Association in 1988.
As a wife and mother, Yolande provided
a loving, lively home. Trips to the Lamontagne family farm in Rochester, stays at Wallis Sands in Rye, and endless summers at the
camp on Glen Lake provided her children
and grandchildren with many wonderful
memories. She was truly the heart of the family, and her children cherished her as a loving, caring parent with endless patience and
wise counsel. They also appreciated her tolerance of their “shenanigans” on more than
one occasion.
She had many hobbies and past-times.
She and Guy regularly traveled to Bermuda
with friends, and she was an accomplished
snow and water skier and tennis player. Every Christmas Eve (her birthday), she and
Guy opened their home to an assortment of
friends and family, enjoying the laughter and
warmth of good company during the holidays.

y Notes from page 11
Golden Named to the Leadership
Greater Manchester Class of 2021

DON’T MISS OUT ON RECEIVING
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
We have heard you loud and clear and have
upgraded our electronic communications for you to
personalize your profile and receive only the
information you need.
Join thousands of your peers and colleagues in
receiving the latest news and vital updates from
your Bar Association.
Stay up to date on the NHBA activities that
matter most to you!
To Subscribe to NHBA e-Communications
Visit www.nhbar.org
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Sheehan Phinney attorney Chloe F.P.
Golden has been accepted to the Leadership
Greater Manchester Class of 2021.
Leadership Greater Manchester is a
program designed to recognize and nurture
existing leadership
talents from diverse
sectors of the community. Through the
exchange of viewpoints and experiences, participants
are exposed to the
challenges, opportunities and vital issues
affecting the greater
Manchester community.
Golden is a member of the firm’s Business Litigation Group. She is admitted in
NH, has her J.D., magna cum laude, from
University of New Hampshire Franklin
Pierce School of Law and her B.A., cum
laude, from Brenau University.

Reidy Elected as College of Labor
and Employment Lawyers Fellow

Sheehan Phinney shareholder James P.
“Jim” Reidy has been elected as a Fellow
of the American Bar Association’s College
of Labor and Employment Lawyers class of
2020.
The College of Labor & Employment
Lawyers is a non-profit professional association honoring the leading lawyers nationwide
in the practice of Labor and Employment
Law. Their Fellows are recognized as distinguished members of the labor and employ-

www.nhbar.org

Yolande was predeceased by her beloved husband, Guy, and is survived by her
five grateful children and their spouses – Guy
Caron (Rebecca) of Goffstown, Ronald Caron
(Erin O’Neill) of Manchester, Danielle Morse
(Kevin) of Campton, Carmelle Druchniak
(Mark) of Candia, and Jacqueline Colclough
(Kyle) of Herndon, VA. She is also survived
by her nine beloved grandchildren: Patrick
Morse, Joseph Caron, Sean Morse, Elizabeth
Caron, Jennifer Druchniak, William Colclough, Samuel Druchniak, Anna Colclough,
and Katharine Colclough. Other survivors are
her sisters-in-law, Camille Martin of Shrewsbury, MA, and Virginia Lamontagne of Rochester, and many nieces and nephews who have
cherished memories of “Aunt Yo.”
She was predeceased by her brothers and sisters, Ovide Lamontagne, Robert
Lamontagne, Therese Pepin, and Yvonne
Lamontagne (Sr. Guy-Marie of the Presentation of Mary).
In lieu of flowers, donations may be
made to the National Autism Association
(nationalautismassociation.org), or the
Café Martin Foundation (thecafemartinfoundation.org), founded in memory of
Yolande’s nephew, John Martin, and which
provides awareness, community and support
to those affected by ALS and terminal illness,
as well as the nonprofits that help them.
The family wishes to thank the staff of
The Manor at Birch Hill for their care during
Mrs. Caron’s stay, and the Visiting Nurse Association’s Hospice team for their outstanding support and compassion.

In memory of our colleagues, the NHBA
Board of Governors has made a contribution to the NH Bar Foundation.

ment community who promote achievement,
advancement and excellence in the practice
by setting standards of professionalism and
civility, by sharing
their experience and
knowledge and by
acting as a resource
for academia, the
government, the judiciary and the community at large.
Reidy is the cochair of the firm’s Labor and Employment
practice group. He
practices in the areas
of management side labor and employment
law with an emphasis on assisting employers
in effectively avoiding, or defending against,
employment disputes.

y Changes from page 11
Ben is an associate in McLane Middleton’s Litigation Department. Prior to joining
the firm in 2016, Ben was a litigator in the
Chicago office of a national law firm.

Sheehan Phinney Expands
Affordable Housing Group

Sheehan Phinney welcomes Jaclyn N.
Fisher to its Real Estate Group, where she
will work primarily in Affordable Housing
and Low-Income Housing Tax Credits.
Fisher joins the firm from Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau & Pachios. She served as a
Legal Resident to the Honorable Andrea K.
Johnstone, U.S. District Court for the District
of New Hampshire.
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS

Marianne Rousseau and Valentino competing at a dressage show.

Marianne and her championship dog Dickens showing at
the Westminster Kennel Club. The dog also holds a hunting title.

y Rousseau from page 1

Rousseau competes in classical dressage with her Friesian Sporthorse, Valentino.
“There are a series of exercises and you get judged
on how precisely you execute the various maneuvers,” she
says of the sport. “It takes a lot of practice and really being
attuned to the horse. It is very similar to the courtroom. It’s
all in the preparation and concentration.”
Rousseau brings a similar exactitude to her work
breeding Labrador retrievers, using the kennel name Cedarbay Labrador Retrievers.
“It’s a very complicated thing if you do it right,” she
says of breeding. “You have to be very careful about the
health of the animal… I don’t let anyone near them until
they’ve had their shots, around seven weeks. I do all the
clearance on mom and dad – hips, elbows, hearts, eyes.
I’ve been breeding since 1992, so I know all the lines of the
parents.”
She has also been showing dogs since 1992, and has
appeared at the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show, the
famed event that has been hosted annually in New York
City since 1877. She took a ribbon on her first visit.
“That was pretty exciting,” she says. “It’s crazy in that
place. There are millions of people. It’s a little overwhelming for the dogs but a lot of fun.”
Rousseau no longer performs music professionally,
but takes voice lessons “just for fun” and likes to host karaoke parties with her husband.
She recognizes that her diverse interests might not suit
everyone but “all of it just works for me,” she says. “It’s a
good mix of activities.”

classical guitarist and lutenist. She performed in venues
ranging from Baltimore to Boston and also taught music
at Gordon College, Brandeis and other schools of higher
education.
But the life was not altogether satisfying.
“I was performing a lot and teaching a lot but musicians don’t really get paid very well and you’re running
yourself ragged all the time,” Rousseau says. “One of my
professors in music school said, ‘you should really do
something that gives you security.’”
She debated between veterinary and law school and
decided on the latter, receiving her juris doctor from New
England School of Law 11 years after earning her masters.
She looked forward to a new career, possibly preparing
musicians’ contracts.
Then came a stint at the Hillsborough County Attorney’s Office, working with abuse and neglect cases.
Though she didn’t care for the criminal aspect of the work,
she fell in love with family law.
“It’s not just a job, because you affect people’s lives,”
says Rousseau, a member of the New Hampshire Conflict
Resolution Association and chair of the New Hampshire
Family Mediator Certification Board. “The most important thing I teach my people at this law firm is, when people call, you really should answer that call as soon as possible… You’re dealing with people at a very critical point
in their lives. It’s not just a case.”
Rousseau handles many court-appointed mediations,
in addition to those she sees through her practice.

“When someone calls, I give them all their options,”
she says of her clients. “Ultimately, the choice is theirs.
Litigation is extremely expensive and takes a very long
time so if people can work things out, it (mediation) is
financially better for them.”
The work has won her the admiration of colleagues
like attorney John Durkin, who has known her for more
than 20 years and describes her as “professional, competent and compassionate.”
The opinion is echoed by Deborah Kane Rein, a mediator for Hess Gehris Solutions, and a former Marital
Master.
“I have seen Marianne as a litigator and as a mediator,” Rein says. “She has always held a strong belief in alternative dispute resolution, and her litigation style shows
her commitment to effective advocacy without personal
destruction. Her deep caring and compassion for her clients, and her reassuring yet masterful demeanor, make her
an especially effective mediator.”
Rousseau also practices some animal law, helping
with contracts for fellow dog breeders, horse owners and
boarding facilities, and litigating animal-related disputes.
She has trained therapy dogs that she takes to hospitals and
nursing homes to visit patients.
Visitors to her law office might find “one or two” of
her 13 dogs on the premises, one of the ways in which
she sees her varied interests as overlapping. For clients
in stressful situations, she adds, the animals have “a very
calming effect.”
For herself, riding horses is “a good physical outlet
after you’ve had a brutal day,” Rousseau says.

Mediation and Arbitration

Robert Morrill

Seasoned Practical Experience
Resolving Conflicts

M E D IAT I O N

Experience & Understanding
You Can Use
Over 25 Years
of Experience
vv
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603.828.8564
judge@bobmorrill.com
www.bobmorrill.com
155 Fleet Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801

Galway Mediation Service
Richard E. Galway
9 Muirfield Road
Bedford, NH 03110
Office: (603) 488-5399
Cell: (603) 714-0585
Email: Galway@galwaymediationservice.com
Website: http://www.galwaymediationservice.com

www.nhbar.org
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y Immigration from page 5
DACA Lives

On June 18, the U.S. Supreme Court
in DHS v. Regents of the University of California, in a 5-4 decision written by Chief
Justice John Roberts, sent the DACA case,
aka Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals,
back to the trial court. This followed a torturous three-year litigious journey by President
Trump to kill the program. President Barak
Obama established this program by Executive Order 13608 on May 1, 2012 after repeated failures by Congress to enact immigration reform.
The Court held that the Government
failed to strictly follow the exacting requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act in
terminating the popular program, thus saving
about 800,000 undocumented early childhood arrivals from immediate deportation.
DACA was given a temporary reprieve while
the Court invited the President to try again to
abolish DACA without being “arbitrary and
capricious.” No doubt the administration will
attempt to do so though there is little time remaining with an election in November.
Meanwhile, the door remains open for
a limited time for expiring DACAs to renew
their status for two more years as they become due, including a $495 filing fee (plus
attorney fees), not an inexpensive exercise
for a family with several children.
As an aside, not taking into account the
human toll on mixed American-immigrant
families and affected communities, economists have noted that excluding DACAs
from our labor force could result in the loss
of $215 billion in economic activity and an
associated $60 billion in federal tax revenue
over the next ten years, with proportionate
impact in New Hampshire. Why would we
do that to ourselves?

The wall, it’s “Big and Beautiful”

After three years of concerted effort,
construction of the 1,500 plus mile wall
along the Mexican border just cannot seem
to get done, despite it being the President’s

y Check the Box from page 2
commitment to equal justice under law and
equal access to our justice system for all of
our citizens. While the letter was primarily
motivated by the social justice claims of our
fellow citizens protesting on our streets, it
applies equally to being dedicated to ensuring that everyone has access to the system,
hopefully with the advice and representation of a lawyer.
Concepts such as “equal justice under

signature obsession. Most Americans don’t
want it, Congress refuses to fund it and its
usefulness is dubious. Despite this resistance,
last year, the President unilaterally transferred funds from the Pentagon housing budget and applied it to his wall construction.
In late June, during a campaign swing to
Arizona, Mr. Trump traveled to his “big and
beautiful” wall near Yuma, extolling it as a
bulwark to restrain criminals, along with immigrants trying to steal American jobs, from
crossing the border. The President celebrated
progress on 216 miles of new wall construction. According to a report in the New York
Times, only three miles represented actual
“new” construction; the remainder is a replacement of a pre-existing wall.
Then on June 26, not long after the President departed Arizona, the 9th Circuit Court
of Appeals, in California v. Trump (CCA9,
June 26, 2020) held that transfer of $2.5 billion from the Pentagon budget for the construction of a wall was not authorized under
the DOD Appropriations Act of 2019. sections 8005 and 9002. Sixteen states filed suit,
challenging the Executive Branch’s funding of the border wall. The panel held that
California and New Mexico established the
requisite Article III standing to challenge the
federal defendants’ actions. All New England
states joined in the suit as plaintiffs, except
New Hampshire. See also the companion appeal in Sierra Club v. Trump (CCA9, June
26, 2020) with the same result for another
section of the wall.

Thinking of Travel – not so fast.

As Europe begins to open their economy because of reduced COVID-19 cases,
the welcome mat for Americans remains
tentative. The reasoning is logical. The virus is surging in parts of the U.S. and many
countries want no part of it. For example,
on June 27, Germany reported five COVID-19 related deaths, an amount exceeded
by the State of New Hampshire, the disparity in populations being obvious. Belize,
where I served as U.S. Ambassador during the Clinton Administration, has closed
its international airport to flights from the

law” are phrases that are given lip service
by many, but acted upon by few. Now is one
of those times where action is needed. The
New Hampshire Pro Bono Program has a
long and distinguished history. It is a national leader in getting the private Bar involved
in providing free representation to vulnerable and deserving populations within our
state. They are expanding into new areas,
such as bankruptcy and unemployment matters. They offer training, realizing that many
volunteers don’t practice in an area where
there is a Pro Bono need. Think about tak-

John M. Lewis

Mediation and Arbitration Services
Experienced Problem-Solver,
Simple to Complex Cases
9 Gerrish Drive, Durham, NH
jmlcsl@comcast.net
www.johnlewisadr.com
603-828-8744
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United States as a precaution until mid-August to prevent the arrival of any infectious
Americans.			
Thinking of our neighbor to the north,
before, dear colleague, you rush off to Ile
d’Orleans for your annual summer vacation, consider first the possibility of extended traffic tie-ups into Canada on the New
Hampshire border at the Derby Line on the
Vermont border or the Pittsburg crossing.
That’s because on June 20, the Acting Secretary of Homeland Security, Chad Wolf,
re-issued a directive instituted March 21
to continue restrictions to solely “essential
travel” at ferry and land ports of entry between Canada and the U.S. in both directions until July 21. The same rule applies to
entry to and from Mexico.

Lock’em Up

As Americans practice anti-virus safety
precautions like “social distancing,” wearing
masks and others, this is not so easy if you are
in jail, and especially if you are an immigrant
detainee. The virus has generated a spate of
lawsuits throughout the U.S. against DHS
seeking bond hearings and release for those
incarcerated where confinement is typically
overcrowded, and facilities are unprepared
to deal with COVID-19 threats or actual outbreaks among both staff and detainees.
Close to home, the Strafford County
Jail, serving as the federal civil lockup for
immigrant detainees from Maine, Vermont
and New Hampshire, has been the subject
of litigation by the ACLU/NH and several
NH law firms following reports of guards
and inmates contracting the virus at the facility. Notably, ACLU/NH lead counsel, Giles
Bissonnette, along with other firms involved
in the litigation, i.e., Nixon Peabody LLP,
Whatley Kallas LLP, Shaheen & Gordon PA,
Newman Law Office PLLC, and Hinckley
Allen & Snyder LLP, have had significant
success on behalf of more than 60 local
detainees. Consistent with similar court actions around the country, U.S. District Court
Judge Landya McCafferty, in Concord, NH,
has provided relief in a number of instances
because of the impossibility for inmates to

ing a case. Firm managers – encourage your
lawyers to get involved by stepping up and
volunteering. Call Ginny Martin, the programs longtime Director here at the Bar
Center, with any questions. Alternatively,
call Brian Shaughnessy, the chair of the Pro
Bono Board and eviction law expert. Every
lawyer who volunteers gives real and tangible meaning to the phrase “equal justice
under law.”
If, at the end of the day, you cannot volunteer your services, use philanthropy to put
teeth into the phrase “equal access to justice
for all.” The New Hampshire Bar Foundation’s annual fund drive is in the middle of
its campaign to raise additional money for
all the legal service organizations that work
together to make sure the social safety net
may fray, but will not break. The Foundation manages the money it collects with
amazing efficiency, with over 90% of the
donations going directly to the operating organizations on the front line.
I will let you all in on a little-known
fact. New Hampshire Judges give donations
to the New Hampshire Bar Foundation at
a much higher percentage than the private
Bar. Why is that? Certainly, the answer can’t
be that they became judges to then become
wealthy. The economics of law survey amply demonstrates that not to be the fact. I
have two theories. First, these individuals
already have a public service streak, as that
is a large part of why they took the job to become judges. Second, they are on the front
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practice social distancing in tight quarters.
On June 19, Judge McCafferty denied
the Government’s motion to dismiss. Earlier, the Judge ordered bond hearings for all
detainees, placed the burden on the Government to demonstrate that a detainee was not
eligible for bond, and required testing be done
on any detainee being transferred to another
location. The Court noted that in addition to
the close confinement quarters, the communal food services, and the shared sinks, toilets
and showers all posed a high risk of detainees
contracting the virus. As the bond hearings
continue, a “hats off” is due to the volunteer
NH attorneys who have already secured the
release of a number of detainees.
						
***
President Trump came into office with a
promise to restrain immigration. June 2020
was a banner month for the Administration’s
efforts. This article’s coverage of restrictions
on immigration is but a modest tip of the iceberg. Much of these changes and others have
mostly gone unnoticed as citizens appropriately focus on maintaining good health and
corvid prevention, restoring their finances,
and contending with civil upheaval. Bipartisan comprehensive immigration reform, as
initiated in a bygone and hopeful era under
the leadership of Ted Kennedy and John McCain, remains a long way off. In the meantime, I commend my colleagues in the Bar
working case by case to restore justice to a
broken and bankrupt immigration system.
George Bruno is of counsel to Mesa Law
LLC, a global immigration firm in Manchester, NH, and a principal of the International
Resource Group LLC, Meredith, NH. He is
the former U.S. Ambassador to Belize, 19941997.

NHBA•CLE is offering a 2.75 hour
CLE program on Immigration Law.
See page 23 for more details.

line, and day in and day out they see needy,
desperate citizens trying to navigate the system to solve basic legal problems without
the aid of an attorney. All too many times,
the problems involve people trying to keep
housing or food for their families and children.
This brings me back to the title of this
piece. We are in the middle of attorney renewal time when we all have to pay our
Bar dues and court assessments. There is a
“checkoff box” on the renewal form for Pro
Bono. What could possibly be easier than to
check that box and instantly donate $100 to
that worthy cause.
Recently, only several months before
his death at 101, Judge Arthur Bean wrote a
substantial check to the Bar Foundation to
support legal services. After his death this
past February, the Bar Foundation learned
the Judge Bean had made a bequest to the
Bar Foundation as the sole beneficiary of
his veteran’s life insurance policy. These
actions are emblematic of Judge Bean’s
commitment to make the system fair and
equal for all New Hampshire citizens. We
often extoll the closeness and collegiality
of our Bar. While this is true, let us take action on that caring for one another and extend it to our fellow citizens so as to ensure
equal access and justice for all. Through
action and stepping up in this crisis, those
goals will mean more, not less, to us when
we weather the storm and come out the
other side.
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Membership Status Changes

Wellness Tip of the Month
Forest Bathing

Presented to the Board of Governors June 19, 2020
Active to Inactive

We are uniquely situated in NH to take advantage of the latest wellbeing
enhancement: Forest Bathing. The latest post in the Harvard Health Blog from
the Harvard Medical School touts the practice of forest therapy. Inspired by
the Japanese practice of shinrinyoku or forest bathing, the idea is to engage
in a walk under a canopy of trees with a trained guide. The purpose is to remain present in the body and experience all the sensations of nature while
decreasing levels of cortisol, or stress hormones. Additionally, trees give off
phytoncides which enhance immunity and have antimicrobial properties, so
important right now. A recent study in the UK demonstrates that spending at
least 120 minutes in a week in nature improves overall physical and mental
wellbeing. There is no end to available trails, paths, sidewalks, and parks open
to NH residents all around the state. If you do not have the time to find a forest therapy guide, simply get outside in the Granite State and take advantage
of what is all around us naturally. Your health will thank you for it. (Source:
Can Forest Therapy Enhance Health & Wellbeing? By Susan Abookire, BSEE,
MD, MPH, FACP. Published May 29, 2020 at www.health.harvard.edu )
NH Lawyer Assistance Program
Help. Hope. Healing.
Don’t hesitate. Don’t go it alone.
Call today: (603) 491-0282
Under Supreme Court Rule 58, all contact with NHLAP, whether with lawyers, judges, law students, or concerned third parties, is confidential. In addition, NHLAP employees and volunteers are exempt from reporting professional misconduct under Rule 8.3, and prohibited from doing so under Rule 37.

Andrus, Mark, Herriman, Utah (April 10)
Bickford, G. Thomas, Wolfeboro, NH (May
18)
Chang, Elizabeth, Fairfax, Va. (April 8)
Conway, Daniel, San Antonio, Texas (May
31)
DeVito, Janet, Hopkinton, NH (May 31)
Doyle, William, Joplin, Md. (May 4)
Driscoll, Christopher, Lynn, Mass. (May 31)
Dubois, Roland, Contoocook, NH (May 2)
Eldridge, Sheri, Gilmanton, NH (May 31)
Gillies, Peter, Fitchburg, Mass. (June 5)
Hahn, Edward, Manchester, NH (June 1)
Hayes, Thomas, Bedford, NH (May 31)
Hixon, Leila, Cohasset, Mass. (June 1)
Lanagan, Paul, Colleyville, Texas (April 25)
O’Rourke, Alicia, Alton, NH (May 31)
Pribis, William, Concord, NH (May 20)
Shea, Alison, Winchester, Conn. (April 15)
Wertman, Thomas, Lakeville, Minn. (June 1)
Whitehead, Matthew, Natick, Mass. (May
26)

Active to Inactive Retired

Alfin, Susan, Stonington, Conn. (April 30)
Berube, Michael, Somersworth, NH (May 8)
Bisbee, George “Dana”, Hampton, NH (May
31)
Fitzgibbon, Helen, Bedford, NH (June 3)
Greer, Stephen, Lincoln, NH (May 5)
Kahn, David, Lyme, NH (May 29)
Lang, Rogers, Manchester, NH (May 31)
Mitchell, Doanld, Center Sandwich, NH
(April 30)
Patterson, Stephen, Portsmouth, NH (May 8)
Vachon, Dennis, Strafford, NH (May 31)

Powers, Kevin, Mansfield, Mass. (June 3)
Ralston, Jessica, Killington, Vt. (June 1)

Inactive to Inactive Retired

Degulis, Joseph, Salisbury, NC (June 2)
Murphy, Jill, Newburyport, Mass. (June 2)
Noyes, Ashley, Keene, NH (May 21)
Robinson, Paul, Playa Vista, Ca. (April 23)
Rogers, Paula, Concord, NH (May 15)

Inactive to Resigned

Leyva, Rademy, Brighton, Mass. (May 1)

Suspended to Active

Hopkins, Kristen, Dover, NH (June 2)
Wishik, Heather, Boca Raton, Fla. (June 2)

Judicial to Inactive Retired

Smukler, Larry, Concord, NH (May 21)

Pro Bono Active to Inactive Retired

Fisher, John, Nashua, NH (May 22)

Honorary Active to Deceased

Manias, George, Concord, NH (May 18)

Honorary Inactive to
Honorary Active

Richardson, Gary, Biddeford Pool, Maine
(June 5)

Resigned to Deceased

Prolman, David, Naples, Fla. (April 28)

Active to Pro Bono Active

y Will from page 2
attention to themselves. To me, that’s really inspiring. And, in the professional
world, I’ve come across people over the
years who are just incredibly loyal and are
team players who keep larger goals than
themselves in mind, and that sort of thing
always inspires me. People like that kind
of put me in my place without even trying,
but also inspire me to try to do better.
Why did you choose to run for the Bar?
I had been involved with the Bar in
some way or another for a long time. I
had been on the Cooperation with Courts
Committee for many many years and
chaired it for a few. A Board of Governors
seat came open, and someone I know and
trust said ‘why don’t you run for that.’ At
some point after that, the vice president
spot opened and I ran for that. Ed Philpot
actually beat me. He won and I ran again
the following year. I have to say, and I
said this at the business meeting, in hindsight I’m so glad I followed Ed and that he
won that election because in the past few
years I’ve learned a lot from him. He’s
passionate and dedicated and it’s been really beneficial for me to get to know him
and learn from him.
What are some of your goals as President?
There are a few things in the immediate present the association has to grapple
with. For one, we’re still in the middle of
the coronavirus pandemic and that has
had a huge effect on our membership. The
organization needs to understand how the
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS

pandemic has hit our membership and
consider what we can do to help – I think
a lot of folks out there are struggling. And,
we’re in an extraordinary moment in time
in the wake of the George Floyd killing,
with respect to diversity and inclusion issues, and as institutions all over are taking
a hard look at how they do in those areas,
the Bar Association needs to do the same.
We’re going to dig into that. We’ve heard
from some of our members and I think
there’s a sense that we can do better.
Also, I may be the first president
we’ve had from the public sector. There
are a lot of public sector lawyers – they
are a big part of our association, and
just being around the office, I hear from
people with that perspective. I’m hoping
to spend some time this year working on
how we can better serve that constituency.
What do you enjoy doing outside of
work?
I live out in the middle of nowhere
and I spend a lot of time in the woods. I
have a chunk of land and I spend a lot of
time cutting firewood – I cut most of what
we burn every winter – and working on
trails and cutting brush and other work on
the land. I have an ATV I like to ride as
well and my family does a lot of hiking,
snowshoeing, skiing and other outdoor activities. My older daughter is out of college and lives and works in Washington
D.C., so we get down there whenever we
can, and my younger daughter is a junior
in college and on her college basketball
team, so we spend a fair amount of time
travelling to games. I don’t sit still all that
well – I like to be active and doing things
whenever I can.

Blaine, Quentin, Plymouth, NH (May 31)

Active to Resigned

Sanborn, Rebecca, Derry, NH (May 7)

Reviews Wanted

Active to Full-Time Judicial

Curran, John, Londonderry, NH (April 10)

Active to Deceased

Daly, John, Exeter, NH (February 7)

Inactive to Active

Albright, Samantha, Haverhill, Mass. (May
31)
Casey, Jason, Kensington, NH (May 22)
Hillman, James, Star Valley Ranch, WY
(May 6)
Horwitz, Allison, Worcester, Mass. (June 4)



What law-related
✓books ✓movies ✓apps
or ✓other tech
have you tried lately?

Send a brief review to Bar News
to share with your colleagues.
Contact news@nhbar.org
for more information.
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Member Benefits
nhbar.org/resources/

INTRODUCING

Three

NEW

NHBA Publications

NHBA Member Guide

Succession Planning Guide

Traps for the Unwary

The New Hampshire Bar Association has
a unique collection of member benefits,
resources, and services, available to you!
Your membership grants you access to these
NH customized benefits.

The Succession Planning Guide for New Hampshire Lawyers is a NEW member benefit resource
that offers step-by-step directions to plan and
execute your retirement from the practice of law
in New Hampshire. The guide, written by George
Moore, NHBA Executive Director, includes
checklists for thoughtful planning and features
customizable forms to allow smooth transition of
your clients to your successors.

Congratulations to the New Lawyers Committee for publishing the Seventh Edition
of Traps for the Unwary! Featuring a
NEW section on Appeals, and an updated
and expanded section on Litigation.

Maximize what the NHBA can do for you
and your practice by familiarizing yourself
with our offerings.
Visit nhbar.org/resources to view or download the Member Guide today!

Solo & Small Firm practices can meet their insurance requirements using such forms as:
• Power of Attorney
• Letter of Understanding
• Notice of Designated Succession Attorney
• A Letter Advising that A Lawyer is Unable to
Continue Practicing in Law
• Law Office List of Contacts & Asset Location
• Limited Retainer Agreement

Visit the New Lawyers Resources page at
nhbar.org/new-lawyers-resources for this
and other helpful resources available to you
as part of your NHBA membership. While
you are there see what the New Lawyers
Committee is up to and check their page
often for upcoming events!

Request your hard copy or download the guide
online at nhbar.org/resources. The customizable
forms are available online for download.

We Are Upgrading & Innovating!
Customize your communications from the NHBA and your Section Membership
Email communications from the NHBA

now feature full customization. Get what you
need or want and nix what you don’t. Go to
the “Update Profile” link at the bottom of
an email from us and check off what communications you would like to receive from us.
It’s that simple.
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Section Forums are fully customizable! Once logged into your

forums page, go to your profile and opt-out of any or all forum discussions. How much email you receive is up to you! You can participate
in Forum discussions on the Forums page exclusively or you can elect
to get email notifications of Forum activities and updates. Subscriptions
allow you to manage how many emails you receive from a forum.
Learn More at nhbar.org/forums
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Are You Taking Full
Advantage of Your Bar
Association Membership?

The NH Bar Center
is located at
2 Pillsbury St., Suite 300,
Concord, NH 03301

nhbar.org
(603) 224-6942

MEMBER SERVICES

MEMBER HOTLINE

Affordable, local CLE seminars

(603) 715-3279

Convenient CLE formats including live, online, webcasts and podcasts
Dispute Resolution (Mediation/Arbitration Service)
Ethics Guidance
HeinOnline Archive of Bar News and Bar Journal

NEW

Succession Planning Guide
Lawyer Referral Service

Our Job Is To Support You

TechConnect
Legislation Watch NH bill tracking website

An NHBA Member Benefit

Member ID cards
Modest Means Referral Service
NHBA e-Bulletin newsletter
NH Bar News monthly member newspaper
Online membership directory

To learn more about how
to make the most of your
NH Bar Association membership
features, check out the
Upcoming Events column and
Resources tab on NHBA website.
Logging into your MyNHBar
portal also provides information
exclusive for members.
Questions? Contact
memberservices@nhbar.org.

Pro Bono Referral Program
SOLACE Support Network

BENEFITS & DISCOUNTS
ABA Retirement Program
Casemaker (updated) - subscription access for members fully sponsored by Bar

facebook.com/NHBar

Clio – 10% lifetime discount
ESQSites website services – 25% discount off set-up fees
Discounted practice area ads in Bar News

@NHBar

LawPay – 3-month free trial
MyCase – 10% lifetime discount on monthly fees
NHBA•CLE Club Discount

linkedin.com/company/newhampshire-bar-association

Sections and online forums
Free meeting room or conference room space
Affordable CLE Programs
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Continuing Legal Education

July
2020

GUIDE

nhbar.org/
nhbacle

High Quality, Cost-Effective CLE for the New Hampshire Legal Community
Calendar Overview
13

AUGUST

4

Tuesday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Bostock v. Clayton County: SCOTUS’s Ruling
on Title VII

Thursday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
LIFEtime Management: An Approach to Lawyer
Time Management with Stuart Teicher
• Webcast
• 60 min.

14

• Webcast
• 60 min.

Friday • 9:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
Immigration Law

5

Wednesday • 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
In-House Counsel Essentials
• Webcast
• 325 min. including 75 min. ethics/prof.

6

Thursday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
3 Steps to Becoming a Powerful Legal
Negotiator with Stuart Teicher

• Webcast
• 150 min.

19

Wednesday • 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Business Split-Ups: Issues Arising from Corporate
and Limited Liability Company Fractures
• Webcast
• 240 min. including 30 min. ethics/prof.

20

• Webcast
• 60 min.

7

Friday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
How NHLAP Works- What Happens When
NHLAP Receives a Call for Help?
• Webcast
• 60 min.

Thursday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Everything I Learned About Atty Ethics I
Learned from the Kardashians with Stuart Teicher
• Webcast
• 60 min. ethics/prof.

25

Tuesday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Basic Addiction Science- a Primer on the
Neuroscience of Addiction
• Webcast
• 60 min.

11

Tuesday • Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Resolving COVID-19 Contractual Disputes with
Lenne Espenschied
• Webcast
• 60 min.

26

Thursday • 9:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
Rules of the Roads ...a look at NH road laws
• Webcast
• 180 min. ethics/prof.

The NHBA•CLE program is once again
offering its CLE Club for NH Bar Members!

Sign up soon!
Yearly subscription is $175 for Members; and
$129 for new lawyers admitted after July 1, 2017
by passing the NH Bar Exam.

CLE HIGHLIGHT

NHBA•CLE

EPUBS

Looking for materials on a
certain topic? Do you want
a electronic copy?
Order now before they are
no longer available!
• Appellate Advocacy
• Employment Law 101
• Hot Topics in NH Environmental
Law
• Damages and Collection: What
Every Litigator Needs to Know
• Administrative Law
• NH Practice & Procedure Manual
• Cybersecurity and Liability
• Tax Issues in Divorce
• and more!
Note: Books alone do not qualify for CLE credit

nhbar.inreachce.com

Join today and get substantial savings (sometimes 50%
or more discount) UNMATCHED anywhere!
Full-Day In-person & Online Seminars
Regular Price: $209
CLE Club Price $99

Half-Day In-person & Online Seminars
Regular Price: $159
CLE Club Price $85

Breakfast/Short In-person & Online Seminars
Regular Price: $99
CLE Club Price $65
For more information and terms & conditions, go to

https://www.nhbar.org/nhbacle/nhbacle-club

4 Ways to Register
Mail

NHBA•CLE (available after state quarantine)
2 Pillsbury St.
Suite 300
Concord, NH 03301

Phone

(603) 715-3260

Email

cmoore@nhbar.org

Website

www.nhbar.org/nhbacle

All webcast registrations must be made online.

Live Programs • Timely Topics • Great Faculty • Online CLE • CLEtoGo!TM • DVDs • CDs • Webcasts • Video Replays • and more!
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NHBA•CLE

BOSTOCK v. CLAYTON COUNTY:

SCOTUS’s Ruling on Title VII

In-House Counsel
Essentials

NH Lawyers
Assistance Program

Tuesday, August 4, 2020

Wed., August 5, 2020

How NHLAP Works- What
Happens When NHLAP
Receives a Call for Help?

Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Webcast • 60 min.
Join this experienced panel of plaintiffs’ and defense
counsel for an in-depth discussion of questions
raised and those that were answered by this case,
which held that the discrimination on the basis of
gender identity and sexual orientation is unlawful
sex discrimination under Title VII, and that a plaintiff
can prevail in a disparate treatment case when there
is more than one “but for” cause of the challenged
action, even in non mixed-motive cases.
Faculty
Julie A. Moore, Program Chair/CLE Committee Member,
Employment Practices Group, Wellesley, MA
Mark T. Broth, Drummond, Woodsum & MacMahon,
Manchester
H. Jon Meyer, Backus, Meyer & Branch, LLP, Manchester
Nancy Richards-Stower, Law Offices of Nancy RichardsStower, Merrimack
Daniel P. Schwarz, Jackson Lewis, PC, Portsmouth

NHMCLE

9:00 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.
Webcast • 325 min. incl. 75 min. Ethics/Prof.
This program will enable members of the NH Bar (as well
as foreign jurisdictions) who practice in-house or have
corporate clients to better understand the issues that
are dealt with on a daily basis. Gain insight into topics
that may not be on everyone’s agenda but can reap
many benefits in the long run.

Faculty
Eric A. Ivanov, Program Co-Chair/CLE Committee Member,
Lactalis US Yogurt Division, Londonderry
Arnold Rosenblatt, Program Co-Chair/CLE Committee
Member, Cook, Little, Rosenblatt & Manson, pllc,
Manchester
Andrew J. Burke, General Counsel - Barton & Associates,
Inc., Peabody, MA
Steven J. Grossman, Grossman, Tucker, Perreault &
Pfleger, PLLC, Manchester
Caroline K. Leonard, Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell, PC,
Concord
Jennifer Shea Moeckel, Cook, Little, Rosenblatt & Manson,
pllc, Manchester
Julie A. Moore, CLE Committee Member, Employment
Practices Group, Wellesley, MA
Edward J. Sackman, CLE Committee Member,
NHMCLE
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, PA,
Manchester

Friday, August 7, 2020
Noon-1:00 p.m.
Webcast • 60 min.
This presentation is a practical approach to
understating how NHLAP assists N.H. lawyers.
Presentation by Terri Harrington, Esq., Executive
Director of N.H. Lawyers Assistance and Brian
Moushegian, Esq., General Counsel of the N.H.
Supreme Court’s Attorney Discipline Office.

Basic Addiction Science:
A Primer on the
Neuroscience of Addiction
Tuesday, August 25, 2020
Noon -1:00 p.m.
Webcast Only • 60 min.
This presentation is for those who want to understand the
basics of addiction, how it manifests in the brain and what
medical treatments are effective. Presented by Sally Garhart,
MD, Medical Director of the N.H. Professionals Health
Program and Terri Harrington, Esq., Executive
Director of the N.H. Lawyers Assistance Program. NHMCLE

Business Split-Ups

Rules of the Roads

Friday, August 14, 2020

Wed., August 19, 2020

Wed., August 26, 2020

9:00 a.m.-Noon
Webcast • 165 min. incl. 60 min. Ethics/Prof.

9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Webcast • 240 min. incl. 30 min. Ethics/Prof.

9:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Webcast • 180 min.

When a corporation or limited liability company
dissolves and there is a dispute among the owners,
there are a myriad of legal considerations and
ramifications. This informative and insightful
program will feature a panel of experienced
practitioners discussing the legal issues that
attorneys must help clients address during the
dissolution of a business. The seminar will also look
at resolving disputes among business owners that
arise after an acquisition, merger or some other
change of ownership.

This program will speak to various aspects of roads, both
private and public, from the perspective of different
stakeholders: municipality, landowner, surveyor and title
attorney. How are roads created, relocated, discontinued
and what is the difference between private and public
roads? What about maintenance of the road? Who owns
the road or some part thereof? How are they located and
planned physically? What impact do these various issues
have on the ability to obtain a building permit? Who
regulates the various aspects of roads?

Faculty

Faculty

Arnold Rosenblatt, Program Chair/CLE Committee
Member, Cook, Little, Rosenblatt & Manson, PLLC,
Manchester
Samantha D. Elliott, Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell,
PC, Concord
Scott W. Ellison, Cook, Little, Rosenblatt & Manson,
pllc, Manchester
Jamie N. Hage, Hage Hodes Professional
Association, Manchester
James P. Harris, Sheehan, Phinney, Bass & Green, PA,
Manchester
Richard J. Maloney, Maloney & Kennedy,
NHMCLE
PLLC, Auburn

Laura Spector-Morgan, Program Co-Chair/CLE
Committee Member, Mitchell Municipal Group, PA,
Laconia

NEW WORLD OF IMMIGRATION:

Developments, Complexity, Challenges
and Ethical Concerns

Recent USCIS regulations, Presidential Proclamations, government layoffs, and COVID-19 have had
significant impact on employment of foreign workers in NH as well as immigrants residing in NH. The
New Hampshire Bar Association will host a half
day webinar addressing recent developments for
non-immigrant workers, foreign students, and their
employers and families. Join John Wilson, RonAbramson and Debra Dyleski-Najjar, who will discuss important legal developments affecting both
NH businesses who rely on foreign workers to meet
their staffing and business needs, as well as attorneys who represent non-immigrant families.
Who Should Attend?
Business owners, HR professionals, persons responsible for staffing and hiring, attorneys advising employers about immigration compliance, and attorneys representing non-immigrants in the criminal
justice system as well as in family-law matters.
Faculty
Debra Dyleski-Najjar, Program Chair/CLE Committee
Member, Najjar Employment Law Group, N. Andover, MA
Ronald L. Abramson, Shaheen & Gordon, PA,
Manchester
NHMCLE
John R. Wilson, GoffWilson, PA, Manchester

Issues Arising from Corporate and
Limited Liability Company Fractures

...a look at NH road laws

Carol E. Willoughby, Program Co-Chair/CLE
Committee Member, First American Title Insurance
Company, Concord
Paul J. Alfano, Alfano Law Office, PLLC, Concord
Michael B. Bemis, Steven J. Smith & Associates,
Inc., Gilford
Christopher L. Boldt, Donahue, Tucker &
Ciandella, PLLC, Meredith
NHMCLE

For more information go to nhbar.org/nhbacle
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The Small Business Reorganization Act: A Summary of Cases Decided Thereunder To Date
By James S. LaMontagne
On February 19, 2020, the Small Business Reorganization Act (SBRA) was enacted. The SBRA amended the Bankruptcy
Code to add a new streamlined chapter 11
process for small businesses. This new process aims to make chapter 11 more expeditious and less costly by eliminating certain
procedural hurdles, expediting timeframes
and waiving certain administration costs.
Since the enactment of the SBRA, there
have been a handful of cases addressing a
debtor’s belated eligibility for Subchapter V
and what it means to be a “small business
debtor.”
In Progressive Solutions, Inc., 2020
LEXIS 467 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2020), a small
business debtor filed a motion 15 months after its chapter 11 petition date requesting authorization to amend its petition to proceed
under Subchapter V. The court concluded
that it could find “no legal reason” to restrict
a pending chapter 11 small business debtor
from re-designating its case as a Subchapter
V case but qualified its conclusion by noting that it would not be permissible for a
debtor to make a belated Subchapter V election if “vested rights” of a party-in-interest
would be impaired. Despite its substantive
analysis, the Court denied the motion on
procedural grounds, finding that a motion
to amend the petition was not proper. The
court instructed Rule 1009 provided clear
procedures for amending a petition and for
parties to later object to those amendments

(including a designation as a Subchapter V
debtor).
In Moore Props. Of Person Cty., LLC,
2020 LEXIS 550 (M.D.N.C 2020), the
debtor filed its bankruptcy case on February 10, 2020 and designated itself as a small
business debtor. Fourteen days later, the
debtor filed an amended petition electing to
proceed under Subchapter V. On objection
to the Subchapter V election, the court addressed whether (1) the debtor, whose case
was pending on the effective date of the
SBRA, could elect to proceed under Subchapter V; and, (2) whether the debtor, who
did not meet the definition of a small business debtor on the original petition date but
did meet the definition under SBRA, was
eligible to proceed under Subchapter V. In

deciding the first issue, the Court held that
the application of Subchapter V “does not
alter the rubric under which debtors may affect pre-petition contractual rights of creditors, much less vested property rights,” and
therefore may be applied in chapter 11 cases
pending at the time of the SBRA’s effective
date. With respect to the second issue, the
court found that the debtor had designated
itself as a small business debtor on the original petition date, that designation controlled
until and unless the court ordered otherwise,
and because that designation had not been
previously challenged, the debtor, as a small
business debtor, was entitled to make the
election to Subchapter V.
In Body Transit, Inc. 613 B.R. 400
(Bankr. E.D.PA 2020), the court, relying

upon Progressive and Moore, held that a
small business debtor has the right to amend
its chapter 11 petition to elect to proceed
under subchapter V and, once the amendment has been filed, the case should proceed
under Subchapter V until an objection is
timely filed and sustained by the court. The
court further stated that the proper standard
in evaluating an objection to a belated Subchapter V election is whether the amendment was made in bad faith or would unduly
prejudice a party.
In Double H. Transportation, LLC,
2020 LEXIS 1341 (Bankr. W.D. TX 2020),
the court struck a debtor’s amended petition
re-designating to Subchapter V, filed 3.5
months after its petition date, because the
re-designation would have created a “procedural quagmire” and likely create cause
to dismiss or convert the debtor’s case. The
court reasoned that the debtor had not filed a
plan within the 90-day deadline under Subchapter V and as a result, the debtor’s bankruptcy case would be subject to dismissal or
conversion to chapter 7 for “cause” if the
debtor were now permitted to proceed as a
Subchapter V case.
In Ventura, 2020 LEXIS 985 (E.D.N.Y
2020), the court permitted an individual
chapter 11 debtor to amend her petition to
proceed under Subchapter V as a small business debtor at the confirmation hearing on
the secured creditor’s proposed plan some
15 months after the individual petition was
CASES continued on page 27

McLane Middleton’s Bankruptcy and
Creditors’ Rights Practice Group
In today’s unique times, businesses need to work creatively with their legal
team to find the right path forward.

Mc L an e. c om
New Hampshire:
Manchester
Concord
Portsmouth
Massachusetts:
Woburn
Boston

Our Bankruptcy and Creditors’ Rights Practice Group represents businesses
and individuals in all aspects of insolvency matters from prosecuting and
defending litigation arising in bankruptcy court, to counseling buyers of assets
from businesses in bankruptcy, to assisting financially troubled businesses and
individuals in out of court restructurings and workouts.
Our multi-disciplinary approach bringing trial lawyers together with business
lawyers ensures that our team brings the experience and creativity needed to
address the wide range of challenges our clients face, and our team partners
with firms locally and throughout the country to satisfy their clients’ needs.

Joseph A. Foster
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Subchapter V Streamlines the Chapter 11 Process for Small Businesses
By Joseph A. Foster and
Christopher M. Dube
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code
was enacted to provide financially troubled
businesses an opportunity to reorganize by
restructuring bank debt, discharging trade
debt, and rejecting burdensome contracts
and leases.
Over the years it became clear that,
while the statute worked well for large
enterprises, chapter 11 was simply too expensive for small businesses to utilize effectively. The reporting obligations, statutory hurdles to confirm a plan, and litigious
nature of the process caused many small
businesses to avoid filing for bankruptcy
and, for those who did file, made successful
reorganization an expensive and uncertain
prospect. This explains, in part, a dramatic
decline in the number of chapter 11 cases
filed. Forty-two chapter 11 cases were filed
in NH and 323 in Massachusetts in 1997,
whereas only 16 chapter 11 cases where
filed in New Hampshire and 105 in Massachusetts in 2017.
Recognizing that chapter 11 was not an
effective resource for small business debtors, Congress enacted the Small Business
Reorganization Act (“SBRA”) which added
subchapter V to chapter 11, effective February 19, 2020. See, 11 U.S.C. §§1181-1195.
A subchapter V small business debtor can
be an entity or an individual (i.e., sole proprietorship). As originally adopted, the subchapter V was available to debtors with ag-

prepare and seek approval of a disclosure
statement can be focused on the plan.
• The so-called “absolute priority rule”
does not apply in subchapter V cases,
making it more likely that the owners
can retain an interest in the reorganized
debtor.
• No quarterly fees are payable to the United States Trustee avoiding what can be
a significant drain on the debtor’s cash
flow during the pendency of a case.
• If the debtor operates as a sole proprietorship, a mortgage secured by the debtor’s
personal residence can be modified if the
loan proceeds were used primarily for
business purposes.
gregate non-contingent liquidated secured
and unsecured debt of up to $2,725,625, not
less than 50% of which arose from commercial or business activities. See, 11 U.S.C.
§101(51D). The recently adopted CARES
Act increased the threshold to $7,500,000
until March 26, 2021.
Subchapter V gives a debtor more control of the chapter 11 process, shortens the
time to confirmation of a plan, and eliminates statutory hurdles; all of which makes
the process much less costly to utilize. A
trustee is appointed in each case, but his or
her role is to facilitate the development of
a consensual plan of reorganization. The
small business debtor remains in possession
of, and operates, its business as the case proceeds.

Some of the benefits of new subchapter
V include:
• No creditors’ committee is appointed
unless the court orders otherwise for
cause. This unburdens the debtor from
the cost of committee professionals and
devotion of valuable time and resources
to responding to committee requests for
information and often litigious activity.
• Administrative expenses that accrue during the case can be paid over time through
the plan without creditor consent.
• A disclosure statement is not required unless the Court orders otherwise for cause.
Valuable time and resources required to

Most importantly, the SBRA modified
plan approval requirements in ways that
greatly enhance the prospect of confirming
a plan and successfully reorganizing. Only
the debtor has the authority to propose a
subchapter V plan of reorganization and the
plan can be approved without the consent of
a class of impaired creditors. This materially
changes the dynamics of plan negotiations.
Impaired creditors can no longer leverage
their vote and the threat of a competing plan
to force the debtor to make concessions that
threaten the viability of the plan.
A plan must still be “fair and equitable” to be confirmed. To meet this standard
in a subchapter V case, the small business
BUSINESSESS continued on page 27

THIS IS YOUR FIGHT.
So Let’s Work Together.
When you give your client a referral, you want it to
be one that will get them the results they need. That’s
what we want, too.
With more than 35 attorneys and five locations in New
Hampshire and Maine, we have the resources to handle
all types of cases, from the simple to the complex. But
it’s not about our experience and resources…it’s about
the client, and our desire to do what’s right for them.
Personal Injury,
including Mass Tort

Business Law

Workers’ Compensation

Trusts, Estates, & Guardianships

Criminal Defense
DWI/DUI

Divorce & Family Law
Immigration
Healthcare Law

It’s different here
(800) 451-1002

Concord • Dover • Manchester • Nashua • Portland
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A New Structure for Small Business Bankruptcies
By Steve Notinger and Deb Notinger
Small Business bankruptcy reorganizations have often been too difficult and
too expensive to undertake because there
were no substantive Bankruptcy Code
provisions to deal specifically with small
businesses. The “one size fits all” version
of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code (11
U.S.C. §101 et seq.) just did not work. On
February 19, 2020, the Small Business
Reorganization Act (“SBRA”), added an
entirely new subchapter to the Bankruptcy
Code, “Subchapter V,” dedicated exclusively to reorganizing small businesses.
This amendment added several significant
substantive changes to the Bankruptcy
Code and streamlined the small business
bankruptcy process to make it easier and
less expensive for the Debtor.
What is a small business? It is a business (other than real estate) with less than
$2,725,625 of undisputed debt, of which
50% must come from “commercial business activities.” This limit was increased
to $7,500,000.00 in the CARES Act for
cases filed between March 27, 2020 and
March 27, 2021.
Many lawyers who have tried a small
business Chapter 11 reorganization under
the pre-SBRA Bankruptcy Code discover
that they have to comply with rules that
were enacted in 1978 and were focused
on large, public, multi-national manufacturing companies. Under Chapter 11 a
detailed disclosure statement needs to be

“The ‘one size fits all’ version of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy
Code (11 U.S.C. §101 et seq.) just did not work.”
filed and approved; then a reorganization
plan needs to be filed and approved, all of
which require substantial time and money
from the Debtor. There could be a creditor’s committee appointed, to be paid for
by the Debtor. The plan could be defeated
by voting. All of these steps were almost

always unnecessary and prohibitively expensive for a small business, which usually has a small creditor pool and one
lender.
Under the new law, there is a fast process. There is no disclosure statement, no
creditor’s committee and the Debtor has to

Lothstein Guerriero, PLLC
“I refuse to accept the view that mankind
is so tragically bound to the starless
midnight of racism and war that the
bright daybreak of peace and brotherhood
can never become a reality....I believe that
unarmed truth and unconditional love
will have the final word.”

Bankruptcy Avoidance

loan restructuring
buy-outs
federal, state and local tax considerations

refinancing
entity restructuring
foreclosure defense

We also offer commercial bankruptcy solutions, including:
pre-packaged bankruptcies
Subchapter 5 options (with CARES Act amendments)
4 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301

paul@alfanolawoffice.com
(603) 226 -1188

Need A
Meeting Room Space?
NH Bar Center offers free use of meeting rooms for parties of up to
four people to all members.*

Richard Guerriero
Chamberlain Block Building
39 Central Square, Suite 202
Keene, NH 03431
603-352-5000

Learn more at:
www.NHDefender.com
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Paul J. Alfano

Alfano Law offers many strategies for troubled businesses to avoid bankruptcy:

Recent events have reminded us, painfully, that the bright
daybreak that MLK dreamed of never came. Systemic racism
flourishes in the criminal justice system today, including here
in NH. We have had too many cases where a person was treated
differently because of the color of their skin. It does not matter
whether the bias is conscious and deliberate, or unconscious.
The harm is the same and it has to stop. We are grateful that
millions of patriotic citizens have taken to the streets to begin
a national conversation and the possibility of a change for the
better. It’s long overdue.
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Terrie Harman

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Ted Lothstein
Five Green Street
Concord, NH 03301
603-513-1919

file a reorganization plan within 90 days,
which can be extended only for circumstances beyond the Debtor’s knowledge
and control. Affirmative voting is eliminated. Pre-SBRA, those filing for Chapter
11 bankruptcy often faced problems with
a dominant creditor that controlled the
voting in the case, usually a lender, which
could turn its position into a blocking
position. Under SBRA, there is no voting requirement to confirm a reorganization plan, so a plan can be confirmed over
the objection of a dominant creditor if it
otherwise complies with the Bankruptcy
Code. The SBRA also eliminates a huge
impediment to confirmation: that at least
one non-insider class of creditors must
vote for the plan. 11 U.S.C. 1129(a)(10).
The owner of a Debtor can now keep
its equity in the business in a “cramdown”
without paying creditors in full. Under
pre-SBRA law, in order to keep equity in
your business, upon objection by the unsecured creditor class, you either needed
to pay that class in full or provide new
value (in essence buy your equity position). Most small business owners do not
have property to donate as new equity, so
they could not confirm their plan over objection. Under SBRA if there is an objection to confirmation, then the Debtor has
to pay all of its disposable income for 3 to
5 years to creditors to overcome any objection on these grounds. The unsecured

129 Water Street
Exeter, NH 03833

WE’VE GOT YOU
COVERED!
• Access to computers
• Access to printers
• Access to photocopier
• Free Wi-Fi
• Convenient location
• Conference space
for larger groups may
be available.

Call for availability
603-715-3279
receptionist@nhbar.org
*Meeting rooms available on
first-come, first-serve basis.

www.nhbar.org
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y Cases from page 24
filed. In allowing the amendment, the court
found that 1) it had the discretion to reset
timelines to allow the debtor to avail herself
of the newly enacted law; and, 2) the debtor
fit within the definition of “small business
debtor” even though 96% of her debt was
a mortgage note on her primary residence
in which she, six years after the mortgage,
operated a bed and breakfast.
In Wright, 2020 LEXIS 1240 (Bankr.
S.C. 2020), the Court ruled that the definition of “small business debtor” is not lim-

y Businesses from page 25
debtor must commit all of its projected disposal income over the life of the plan (3-5
years) to its creditors. Disposable income
is defined to mean income received by the
business not reasonably necessary to be expended for the continuation, preservation,
or operation of the business. The intent is to
enable a business owner to retain ownership
in the business, earn a reasonable living,
and responsibly run the business in return
for which it must pay its net income to its
creditors. As case law develops, the parameters of the definition will undoubtedly be
developed.
While oftentimes legislation is adopted
as a response to a crisis, in this instance it
came at just the right time. According to
the American Bankruptcy Institute, in the

ited to debtors currently engaged in business or commercial activities and allowed
the debtor to proceed under Subchapter V
even though he was “addressing residual
business debt” from 2 businesses that had
ceased operating more than a year earlier.
Jim is a partner at Sheehan Phinney and
the firm’s practice group leader of the Bankruptcy, Restructuring and Creditor’s Rights
Group. Jim’s diverse practice includes the
representation of clients involved in financially distressed situations, insolvency and
commercial disputes.

first four months since the effective date of
the SBRA, more than 470 cases were filed
under subchapter V nationwide. Through
June 24, 2020, fewer than a dozen cases had
been filed in Maine, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts, but that number will surely
increase in the coming months. Time will
tell, but Subchapter V should make reorganization under the Bankruptcy Code more
accessible and achievable for small businesses.
Joe Foster chairs, and Christopher Dube
are members of, McLane Middleton’s Bankruptcy Practice Group. Joe can be reached
at 603-628-1175 or joe.foster@mclane.
com. Christopher can be reached at 603628-1437 or Christopher.dube@mclane.
com.
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creditor class does not need to be paid in
full absent new value as in a traditional
Chapter 11.
As further relief, the SBRA provides
that administrative claims can be paid over
time, eliminating the problem in a regular
Chapter 11 that administrative claims be
paid in full in cash upon confirmation of
the reorganization plan. The SBRA also
recognizes that many small business owners pledge their homes as collateral for a
business loan. The SBRA provides that a
home mortgage that secures a business
debt can be modified in an SBRA plan,
unlike a purchase money mortgage on the
residence.
There are some downsides. If you are
filing Chapter 11 to delay and buy time
to regroup, Subchapter V may not be for
you. A small business case is an election
made on the original bankruptcy schedules at the time of filing. You can still
file a “regular” Chapter 11 case under
the Bankruptcy Code. Under the SBRA
a standing trustee is appointed. The role
of this trustee is largely advisory. The
trustee does not run the business or collect assets like a Chapter 7 or 11 trustee.
Any Debtor considering an SBRA filing
must be aware that a trustee is appointed
to oversee the case and recommend options to the court. It is possible the trustee
would recommend closure of the business rather than reorganization, and it is
unclear at this point how a trustee’s role
will play out. Nevertheless, it appears

the benefits of the SBRA far outweigh the
discomfort of having a third party trustee
involved in the business. It appears Congress has finally given some substance to
the small business provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.
What should happen as a result of the
SBRA is that there should be more settlements, particularly between a lender and
Debtor, since some of the weapons the
lender has to kill a plan under a regular
Chapter 11 case are unavailable. Debtors
will still need to prove they have a viable
business, but the business receives significant relief from the new SBRA laws.
Steven Notinger has practiced in the area
of business bankruptcy law and business
law for the past 30 years in Nashua, New
Hampshire. He has also been a bankruptcy trustee in Chapter 7 and 11 cases. He
has represented a wide range of clients in
his cases from secured creditors, to landlords, to committees and especially debtors. He lives in Nashua with his wife Deb
and 4 children.
Deb Notinger has also been an attorney
for over 30 years. After starting out as a
general practitioner, she joined Steve in
his bankruptcy practice for many years,
before moving on in the last few years to
add a thriving trusts and estates practice
at Cleveland, Waters & Bass, P.A. in Concord to her practice. Deb continues to
handle Steve’s trustee litigation and represents lenders on a regular basis in the
bankruptcy world.

STEVEN M. NOTINGER
(603) 888-0803
www.notingerlaw.com
steve@notingerlaw.com
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International Law

A Healthy Nation Needs Immigrants
By John Wilson
Since March, news of hospitals
struggling to acquire ventilators, coronavirus tests, and PPE has made national headlines. But underlying states’
and municipalities’ struggles to acquire
medical equipment is a much more serious issue: a lack of healthcare personnel.
Immigrants play an oversized role in the
U.S. healthcare system, filling positions
ranging from surgeons to home health
aides, and are essential contributors to
the health and wellbeing of the nation,
especially in times of crisis.
According to the Migration Policy
Institute, in 2018 more than 2.6 million
immigrants of all statuses—for example,
naturalized citizens, legal permanent
residents, Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA), Temporary Protected
Status (TPS) recipients and refugees—
were employed as healthcare workers in
the U.S.

Immigrants in U.S. Healthcare

More than one in four doctors and
surgeons practicing in the U.S. are foreign born, and without their contribution
the U.S. would face a critical shortage
of the highest-skilled members of the
healthcare system. The American Medical Association projects the U.S. will
face a lack of up to nearly 122,000 physicians by 2032, and despite the tightening
supply of doctors, only about 1,500 of
the approximately 4,000 foreign doctors
in residence at U.S. teaching hospitals
are able to stay and practice in the country.
Another issue factoring into the
shortage of U.S. doctors is their age.
Roughly one in five U.S. doctors are over
the age of 65 and more than a quarter of
U.S. doctors are between the ages of 55
and 65. Conversely, the smallest demographic of practicing physicians in the
U.S. are those 35 years old and younger,
representing slightly more than one in
ten practicing doctors.
Much like doctors, the nation is also
facing a shortage of nurses. According
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ (BLS)
Employment Projections, Registered
Nursing (RN) is among the top occupations in terms of growth, projecting the
need for 203,700 new RNs annually

through 2026. Currently, there are simply not enough nurses in the pipeline to
meet expected demand. Further, systemic
problems hamper the ability to train people to fill these positions with U.S. workers. According to the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN),
more than 75,000 applicants were turned
away from baccalaureate and graduate
nursing programs in 2018 due to factors
ranging from an insufficient amount of
faculty and lack of classroom space to
budget constraints.
Compounding the lack of enough
new nurses entering the field is the aging
population of existing nurses. The average age of an RN is about 50 years old,
which is roughly eight years older than
the age of the average U.S. worker.
Immigrants are valuable contributors
to the nation’s nursing ranks, representing 15% of U.S. nurses and filling over
500,000 jobs. More so, a nursing degree
is the most commonly underutilized degree held by immigrants. Approximately
118,000 immigrants with undergraduate
degrees in nursing are working below
their skill level or sidelined altogether.
Programs helping these people overcome
obstacles such as credential recognition
and professional licensing is one way to
fill these much-needed openings and is
a step that was taken by states such as
New Jersey and California at the height
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of COVID-19.
Foreign-born workers also fill 38%
of home health aide jobs in the U.S. and
are responsible for caring for some of the
most vulnerable members of our population. Similar to U.S. doctors and nurses,
the need for home health aides is nearing a crisis. Employment in the in-home
aide field is projected by the BLS to grow
36% by 2028—compared to 5% growth
in all occupations over that time—making it one of the country’s fastest-growing careers and a position that the U.S.
will struggle to fill; the expected number
of U.S. workers that gravitate toward
those positions is projected to shrink
1.5% over that time.
Immigrants also play a substantial
role in other aspects of healthcare. According to New American Economy, immigrants represent one in five lab technicians, one in five retail pharmacists, and
one in eight respiratory therapists. Similarly, foreign medical graduates account
for a substantial proportion of U.S. biomedical scholarship; roughly one-fifth
of research articles are contributed by
immigrants, and they serve as principal
investigators for 12.5% of National Institutes of Health (NIH) grants and 18.5%
of clinical trials.
Immigrants are also improving the
nation’s wellbeing outside of traditional
healthcare positions. Analysis from the

CATO Institute found that eight of the
major companies developing treatments
and vaccines for COVID-19 are heavily dependent on foreign workers, hiring more than 11,000 immigrants and
H-1B high-skilled foreign workers from
2010 to 2019. According to the Mercatus Center at George Mason University,
immigrants account for 40% of medical
and life scientists and 20% of biological
scientists.
Healthcare is not an industry where
immigrants compete with U.S. workers
for jobs. In 2018, there were 27 open
medical positions—such as surgeon,
doctor, and registered nurse—for every
unemployed healthcare practitioner. In
fact, the shortage of healthcare professionals is a global issue.
A study by the World Health Organization (WHO) projects the need for 40
million healthcare workers worldwide by
2030 and models estimate that 18 million
of those jobs will go unfilled due to a
lack of qualified candidates. It’s expected
that low- and middle-income countries
will be the worst affected by the shortage
of qualified healthcare professionals, but
growing demand will fuel global competition for people in sought-after occupations.
“Uncertain times.” It’s a phrase used
often these days, and while we currently
live in an unpredictable moment, there is
one thing you can depend on: the contribution of the immigrant community
to the health and wellbeing of the nation. Whether it’s at the hospital, in our
homes, or at the nation’s labs, immigrants continue the tradition of improving life in the U.S.
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International Law

The International Criminal Court’s Investigation of US Service Members in
Afghanistan: Politics by Other Means?
By Naomi Kalies McNeill
International law is often confusing to
those new to the field. It is a body of law
made up of treaties, case law, scholarly opinions, and the actions and practices of nationstates. Yet, it is also generally unenforceable.
Treaties are often treated as a series of promises, not binding obligations. Decisions by
international courts are ignored by the losing side. International institutions serve as
forums for negotiations and to trade barbs.
In many ways, international law fits Clausewitz’s old adage about war even better: it is
politics by other means. Despite all of this,
however, international institutions are still
doing important work as fact-finding bodies.
The tension in international law between political posturing and tangible results
can be seen in the recent decision of judges
in the Appellate Division at the International
Criminal Court (ICC) to authorize the ICC
Prosecutor’s Office to open an investigation
into war crimes and crimes against humanity committed in Afghanistan, including by
US forces. The ICC Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, has been monitoring the conflict in
Afghanistan since it began, and preliminary
investigations were launched in 2006. The
Prosecutor sought authorization for a formal
investigation with an eye towards prosecuting multiple individuals, not only members of
the Taliban and affiliates such as the Haqqani
Network, but also, Afghan government and
US forces. US military and intelligence personnel are accused of committing unlawful
killings and torture both in Afghanistan and
elsewhere through the use of black sites under the practice of rendition.
The Appellate Division authorized the
Prosecutor to investigate the actions of US
forces despite the fact that the US is not a
member of the ICC and has never ratified the
Rome Statute, which created the court and
set forth the court’s powers and jurisdiction.
This decision set off a firestorm of objections
from the Trump Administration, in particular
some aggressive language from Secretary of
State Pompeo.
Does the ICC Have Jurisdiction over US
Troops and Intelligence Officers?
The ICC has jurisdiction over all actors in Afghanistan because Afghanistan is a
member of the ICC, and jurisdiction is based
in the territory of member states. Article 12
of the Rome Statute establishes two bases
for jurisdiction: (1) the territory of a member state or (2) the nationality of the accused.
Only one basis is necessary to establish jurisdiction. Afghanistan became a member of the
ICC in 2003. Therefore, the ICC is able to in-

vestigate and prosecute violations of international law committed within Afghan territory. It is also able to investigate and prosecute
actions at black sites within the territories of
other member states. This is true even though
the US has never ratified the Rome Statute
and has filed objections against the ICC exercising jurisdiction over US personnel.
Another basis for jurisdiction arises under Article 17 of the Rome Statute whereby
a state with jurisdiction over an individual
accused of violating international criminal
law refuses or is unable to investigate and
prosecute in its own courts. Although President Obama put an end to the most objectionable practices employed by US forces in the
War on Terror, the Obama Administration
declined to investigate or prosecute any US
service member for alleged violations of
international law committed in accordance
with US policies. President Trump has indicated even less willingness to investigate and
prosecute violations of international law going so far as to pardon two service members
prosecuted by the US military. In addition
to these executive actions the US Congress
also passed the American Service Members
Protection Act in 2002, which authorizes the
president “to use all means necessary” (including the use of force) to release American
soldiers detained or imprisoned by the ICC.
All of these actions support ICC jurisdiction.

Naomi Kalies McNeill is a law clerk of the
Outagamie County Circuit Court in Appleton, Wisconsin. She holds a JD from the University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce
School of Law and an LLM in International
Law with international Relations from the
University of Kent’s Brussels School of international Studies. All views expressed are her
own.

What is the Likely Impact of US Objections to the Investigation?
As a non-member of the ICC, the US
does not have any obligation to assist or
cooperate with the Prosecutor’s Office as it
conducts its investigation. Afghanistan, however, is a member-state and does have such
an obligation. Whether Afghanistan actually
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will cooperate depends on how much government continues to rely on US support. As
negotiations between the US and the Taliban
progress, the likelihood of a cooperative environment for an ICC investigation becomes
smaller and smaller. Neither the US nor the
Taliban have an incentive to cooperate and
an Afghan government dependent on these
powers would be even less motivated to do
so. Even if there were sufficient cooperation
to lead to a potential prosecution of a US service member, US opposition would likely
mean that no such prosecution would ever be

commenced.
Given the political obstacles, it seems
counterintuitive that the ICC would authorize an investigation at this time. The rationale, of course, comes back to politics. Many
in the international community see the ICC
investigation as a way to counterbalance the
Trump Administration’s isolationist attitude
in foreign affairs and general unwillingness
to challenge human rights violations. By authorizing the investigation, the ICC made a
statement that it is committed to upholding
international legal principles. That the investigation may never lead to a conviction by the
ICC does not matter. The ICC investigation,
even without official cooperation, is still likely to be the best source of evidence regarding
what happened during the conflict against the
Taliban and other suspected terrorist groups
in the region. This will be of value to others
in bringing local prosecutions or civil damages suits. It will also be of great value as a
historical record, which may be enough motivation to act despite the current political environment.
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y ADA from page 15
claiming that providing services in more integrated settings will be too costly, the good
news is that in most circumstances community-based services are less expensive, especially if care is taken to design programs like
Medicaid to support such services.
The Amanda D. case was based on the
integration mandate. Investigations by the
Disability Rights Center-NH and the United
States Department of Justice (USDOJ) concluded in 2011 that people with mental illness in New Hampshire were being unnecessarily institutionalized at New Hampshire
Hospital and other public facilities, and that
significant numbers of people were at risk of
such institutionalization.
A class-action lawsuit alleging violations of the ADA and other federal statutes
was filed in the United States District Court
in early 2012. DRC-NH was joined in the litigation by Devine Millimet and two national
disability rights organizations, the Center for
Public Representation and the Judge David
L. Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law.
The USDOJ joined the case as a plaintiffintervenor that spring.
After Judge Steven McAuliffe granted
class certification in September 2013, the
parties reached a settlement, which was approved by the court the following February.
The agreement requires the state to provide community-based services and supports
to people who would otherwise be unnecessarily institutionalized at New Hampshire
Hospital or the Glencliff Nursing Home.
These include:
• multi-disciplinary Assertive Community
Treatment (ACT)s services sufficient to
serve 1500 individuals
• expanded supported housing services
• community housing for persons with

Renovations to the Eagle Hotel building in downtown Concord in 2019 increased accessibility while
preserving the historic look and feel of the building. Photo/ Courtesy of Disability Rights Center-NH.

Thanks to the ADA, Downtown Concord is accessible to people with disabilities as shown in this
photo of the patio and entrance of Bagel Works (left) and Eagle Square (right). Photos/ Scott Merrill

complex medical needs and mental illness
residing at the Glencliff Home
• expanded supported employment programs
• mobile crisis services in the Concord,
Manchester, and Nashua regions
• improved transition planning at both New
Hampshire Hospital and the Glencliff
Home
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• development of a quality assurance system
More than five years after the settlement
was approved, the implementation process

y Pilot Trial from page 1
Voir dire is the latin term that outlines
the process involved for selecting juries. In
normal times, this process involves a judge
asking questions in a courtroom of over 100
potential jurors.
The court’s pilot jury trial will happen
in two phases. Phase one includes jury selection and phase two will be the trial itself.
The selection of the jury will begin with
a questionnaire and a summons explaining all of the safety precautions the court is
taking. Jurors who wish to be excused for
various reasons will be able to make their request. The remainder of potential jurors will
receive a second questionnaire asking the
questions a judge normally asks in court.
“The second questionnaire is not something we usually do,” Nadeau explained.
“We will ask them to respond to the questionaire which will contain questions about
COVID-19 and any health concerns they
may have, as well as their willingness to
wear a mask.”
At this stage, lawyers and judges will
conference to agree on the group of people
who come back to court.
“Our hope is that we have about 40-60
jurors that are qualified to come to court to be
more thoroughly questioned,” Nadeau said.
“This part of the process usually takes about
a half hour to 45 minutes but it will probably
take us a full day. We will have ten jurors
come to court to be questioned every hour
and they’ll either wait in their car, or outside,
to come and be questioned. From that group,
we’ll come up with the 14 people, 12 jurors
and two alternates.”
Selected jurors for the trial will be required to wear masks and to sit in the well
of the court, where spectators normally sit,
because jury boxes are not large enough to
maintain social distancing.
“We’re going to see how this works out
so we can adjust the plan for the next court
house,” Nadeau said, explaining that tables
in the courtroom will be rearranged so jurors

www.nhbar.org

continues. In his most recent report, issued
in January of this year, the independent expert reviewing the state’s compliance with
the settlement stated that in the years since
the settlement was reached, “a number of
positive steps have been taken to improve
the quality and effectiveness of [community
mental health] services.”
However, he cautioned that “the State
remains out of compliance with the CMHA
in several critical areas.” The areas identified by the expert include housing, Glencliff
Home transitions to the community, and
ACT services.
Disability Rights Center-NH and the
Department of Justice continue to monitor the state’s efforts at compliance with the
Amanda D. settlement. As that process continues, the state has moved in the direction of
expansion of mobile crisis services. In 2019,
legislation was passed which required the establishment of a statewide system of mobile
crisis services for children. This would be
a significant improvement to the children’s
behavioral health system, and there is hope
that when the system is established it will be
available for adults as well.
People with disabilities have without
question benefited from the ADA in the thirty
years since its passage. Cases like Amanda
D. have to some extent furthered community
integration for people receiving state-provided services. The experience of that litigation,
however, is a demonstration that passage of a
civil rights statute does not remove the need
for continued vigilance and advocacy so that
progress continues.

aren’t facing the attorney’s backs. “Also, witnesses will be wearing a cloth face covering
and a clear shield on their way to the stand.
Once there, they will remove the mask so
the jurors can observe the demeanor of the
witness while testifying. Witnesses will be
required to wait in their cars until it’s time to
testify.”
The courthouse will be professionally
cleaned each night and hand sanitizer will be
placed throughout the courthouse. The bathrooms and the witness stands will also be
cleaned regularly and bailiffs and judges will
be masked.
The Court originally chose Coös County
because of the low infection rates there but
a case for trial couldn’t be found. This was
mostly due to high turnover at the public
defenders office, according to Nadeau, who
said, she is hopeful the pilot trial will be successful.
“I am very hopeful. We’ve had a working committee on this since the middle of
March and we have been constantly evaluating what’s happening in other states and receiving the input of the state’s chief medical
officer as well as evaluating and checking the
CDC’s recommendations regularly.”
The first walk through for a pilot jury
will be conducted in late July with the first
pilot trial planned for mid-August.
“Jury trials are the cornerstone of our
democracy and provide the essential function of ensuring speedy and fair resolution
of criminal charges,” said Judge Nadeau.
“Delaying them has been a difficult but necessary response to the threat posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Resuming them will
require us to think differently about the process and to ensure restrictions are in place to
keep all participants safe, while at the same
time protecting defendants’ due process
rights. These procedures must be ones we
can implement and adopt until COVID-19 is
no longer a threat to public health.”
For details on the plans for resuming
jury trials, along with instructions to the potential jurors, see the NHJB website at www.
courts.state.nh.us.
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS
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Court News

Judge Richard McNamara: A Career of Service, Fairness, and Compassion
By ALYSSA DANDREA
The Concord Monitor
Richard McNamara was a newly
minted graduate of Boston College Law
School in 1975 when he was recruited by
now-retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice
David Souter to work at the New Hampshire Attorney General’s Office.
Souter, then New Hampshire’s deputy
attorney general, frequented law schools
where he tapped young lawyers for staff
attorney positions at the state’s justice department.
“David transformed the office and
hired a bunch of young people from out of
state. I was one of them,” recalled McNamara, who for the last 11 years has served
as a judge in Merrimack County. “I had
no background in criminal law but I interviewed with David and I must have fooled
him because he hired me. I learned right
out of law school how to try murder cases
to verdict. That was before I was 30.”
McNamara, a New Jersey native, had
enrolled as an undergraduate at Boston
College to study English literature. He
loved history and writing but he hadn’t
considered a career in law until one of his
college roommates suggested it. To his
delight, he was immediately taken by the
intellectual challenge of the subject matter, and he learned he was actually rather
good at it, despite having never taken a
political science class.
As a young attorney, McNamara
hoped that by serving his community he
would make a difference in people’s lives.
He has presided from the bench with that

same philosophy. Now, just days away
from retirement, he hopes to have left a
memorable mark on New Hampshire’s
justice system.
“I was always told to leave the world
a little better than you found it, and that
if you’ve done that, you’ve done as much
as anyone can expect of you,” said McNamara during a recent interview with the
Monitor in an otherwise empty courtroom
in Concord. “I promised to stay as long as
I could and to get as much done as I could,
but I always knew I’d have to retire at age
70.”
Due to the mandatory retirement age
of 70 years under the New Hampshire’s
Constitution, McNamara will hang up his
black robe for the final time this week and
officially retire on July 4. His retirement,
though planned, comes as the state’s
courts remain open on a restricted basis
due to health concerns caused by the new
coronavirus.
Judge Andy Schulman, who currently
sits in Rockingham County, has been reassigned to Merrimack County Superior
Court in Concord, and will preside over
many cases that McNamara otherwise
would have heard. Additionally, Judge
David Anderson will be the new head
of the state’s business court, which will
move from Merrimack County to the
northern division of Hillsborough County
Superior Court in Manchester.
When the Executive Council confirmed then-Gov. John Lynch’s nomination of McNamara to the Superior Court
bench in 2009, McNamara became the
first judge of the state’s newly created
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Rockingham County Superior Court
Hon. Martin P. Honigberg		
Rockingham County Superior Court
Hon. Lawrence A. MacLeod, Jr.
Grafton County Superior Court
Hon. Diane M. Nicolosi		
Hillsborough County Superior Court					Northern District
Hon. Daniel I. St. Hilaire		
Rockingham County Superior Court
Hon. Charles S. Temple		
Hillsborough County Superior Court-Southern District
Hon. Brian T. Tucker		
Sullivan and Merrimack County 		
					Superior Courts
								 		
An evaluation may be completed online at www.courts.state.nh.us until
AUGUST 28, 2020. On the Judicial Branch website, look to the left side of the
page under Resources and you will see a link for Judicial Performance Evaluations. Click on the Current Superior Court Evaluations link and choose the
specific Judge you would like to evaluate. While responses will be shared with
the judges being evaluated, they are treated as confidential, and the identity of the
respondent will remain anonymous.
If you do not have access to the Internet or would prefer to have a hard copy
of the evaluation mailed to you, please contact my office by calling (603) 2712030 and request that one be mailed to you. As stated above, while responses
will be shared with the Justices being evaluated, they are treated as confidential,
and the identity of the respondent will remain anonymous. In fact, if you request
a hard copy of the evaluation form, we ask that you do not sign the completed
evaluation.
Your help with this evaluation process is invaluable and we greatly appreciate your taking the time to help us with this endeavor.
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Merrimack County Superior Court Judge Richard McNamara in one of the courtrooms in early June.
GEOFF FORESTER—Monitor staff

business court, which provides a designated forum for the resolution of complex
business cases.
By that time, McNamara, who was
59, had practiced for 30 years at Wiggin
& Nourie in Manchester, which has since
dissolved. The law firm offered him a job
in 1979 after he had spent four years as
a prosecutor at the state attorney general’s office. In his early years at Wiggin &
Nourie, McNamara took on some courtappointed criminal cases, including a capital murder in the 1980s, but his primary
focus was commercial litigation. That ex-

perience made him a prime candidate for
the business court judgeship.
McNamara said predictability is important to business people and they need
that assurance that the courts will enforce
contracts. He said the business court finally gave businesspeople a forum in which
their cases could be resolved; whereas
previously, the cases would be deprioritized over criminal matters and handled
by judges who didn’t necessarily have a
working familiarity with the subject matMCNAMARA continued on page 35

Law Student Leads Effort to Remove Mental
Health Questions from Bar Application
By Victoria Saxe
On June 19, 2020, the New Hampshire Supreme Court Committee on Character and Fitness announced the state will
no longer inquire about applicant mental
health history, diagnosis, or treatment when
determining character and fitness for bar
admission. The Committee was prompted
to consider the removal of such questions
after the Mental Health Alliance (MHA),
a student organization at the University
of New Hampshire School of Law, sent a
formal request to the committee earlier this
year.
The MHA was started at UNH Law
in Spring 2019 by students seeking to increase awareness and reduce stigma related
to students accessing mental health support
and resources during law school. Thirdyear law student Sofia Hyatt helped start
the group and has served as its chair since
the group’s inception. As the MHA began
facilitating conversations on campus about
student mental health, Hyatt observed that
one barrier to accessing mental health support frequently cited by her classmates was
the fear of how accessing treatment would
be viewed by bar examiners. Hyatt also observed that this concern reflected a broader
national trend among law students, the majority of whom report experiencing mental
health challenges during law school but do
not seek support.1 At the same time, Hyatt
started to learn about student initiatives like
MHA on other law school campuses and

www.nhbar.org

how a growing list of states were beginning
to remove questions asking about applicant
mental health from their bar applications.
In their written request to the Committee, the MHA stated: “There is no way to
count how many law students refrain from
seeking therapy for mental health challenges during school, because they remain
silent in protection of their futures. These
students are led to believe that if they see
a mental health provider for support, they
will be required to provide this information.”
The MHA request also cited a 2015
Resolution of the American Bar Association House of Delegates which recommended states narrowly tailor character and
fitness inquiries to avoid discouraging applicants from seeking mental health support
and to eliminate barriers to bar admission
for applicants with disabilities.
“Questions about applicant mental
health and substance abuse are problematic.
They discourage applicants from seeking
valuable resources for fear of forced disclosure of private health information,” the
MHA explained in the request. “Moreover,
if an applicant is in fact experiencing issues
that impact their ‘ability to practice law
in a competent, ethical, and professional
manner’ these issues are likely to arise in
other areas of the application, such as debts,
criminal history, disciplinary history, or on
the student certification by the Dean of the
BAR EXAM continued on page 35
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS

Supreme Court At-a-Glance
Administrative Law
Appeal of Keith R. Mader 2000 Revocable Trust & a. No. 2019-0061
June 5, 2020
Vacated and Remanded
• Whether the New Hampshire Board of
Tax and Land Appeals (BTLA) erred in
dismissing the petitioner’s appeals of
the denial of their real estate tax abatement for failure to comply with the signature and certification requirement of
N.H. Admin R., Tax 203.02.
• Whether the BLTA erred in dismissing
the petitioner’s appeal of the denial of
their appeal on finding that the petitioner did not demonstrate the failure
was “due to reasonable cause and not
willful neglect.” N.H. Admin R., Tax
203.02(d).
The petitioners contacted Attorney
Randall F. Cooper regarding an abatement
application. He was going on vacation but
agreed to represent them and complete
the application. Upon his return, he completed the application and signed on their
behalf. The BTLA denied the abatement
application and the petitioner’s appeal for
failure to comply with Tax 203.02’s signature and certification requirement because
the attorney’s vacation did not “constitute
reasonable cause” for failure to obtain the
Taxpayer’s signature.
The petitioner had the burden of proof
to show by a clear preponderance of the
evidence that the BTLA order was “unjust
or unreasonable.” The Court reviewed de
novo. The petitioner’s do not dispute the
lack of signature on the application, but
contest the BTLA ruling that they did not
demonstrate “that the lack of signatures
and certification was due to reasonable
cause and not willful neglect” under Tax
203.02(d). The BTLA’s regulations do not
define “reasonable cause” or “willful neglect” and case law indicates these terms
can vary in meaning based on the context
Morgan, 144 N.H. at 52.
In defining “reasonable cause” and
“willful neglect,” the Court looks to Ives
interpretation of RSA 275:44, which also
tracks to federal law that the Court finds
persuasive. There, the threshold inquiry
is “whether based on all of the facts and
circumstances, the taxpayer exercised ordinary business care and prudence.” In re
Refco, 554 B.R at 742. Furthermore, related to “willful” the Court found that the
“taxpayer must show that the failure was
the result neither of carelessness, reckless
indifference, nor intentional failure” East
Wind Industries. Here, the BTLA in denying the application focused on whether the
omission was intentional, but the Court in
vacating and remanding the BTLA’s decision focused on “whether the taxpayer
can show that it was not reasonably possible to comply with the requirement despite exercising ordinary business care
and that the taxpayer was not indifferent
to the signature and certification requirement.” The Court lays out circumstances
that bear on “objective reasonableness”
including but not limited to: “the petitioner’s sought representation; the representation agreement was not signed until
Cooper was away on vacation; Cooper
had approximately three days to complete
and file the abatement applications after
returning from vacation; all but one of the
petitioner’s was located out of state; and
the Town did not reject the application for
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS

lack of signatures.”
Cooper, Cargill, Chant P.A. of North Conway (Randall F. Cooper on the brief and
orally) for the petitioners. Donahue, Tucker & Ciandella PLLC, of Exeter (Christopher T. Hilson and Brenda A. O’Donnell
on the brief and Mr. Hilson orally) for the
respondent.

At-a-Glance Contributor
Stacie Ayn
Murphy Corcoran
2011 graduate of
Suffolk University
Law School,
practicing in
Mass. and NH

Municipal Law
Paul Martin v. City of Rochester, No.
2019-0150
June 9, 2020
Affirmed
• Whether the Technical Review Group
(“TRG”) is a “public body” as defined
by RSA 91 -A: 1-a and subject to open
meeting requirements.
• Whether the city’s copy fee schedule is
prohibited by RSA 91-A:4, IV.
The TRG is a work team, with no
decision-making authority, established
by a former Rochester city manager, to
advise applicants and review projects
submitted to the planning board. The applications and plans they comment on are
loaded into a database to be reviewed by
the planning board but are also publicly
available for inspection. The TRG holds
meetings that are not open to the public.
The plaintiff filed suit seeking declaratory
and injunctive relief on the grounds that
it violated the Right-to-Know Law’s open
meeting requirement, but after a bench trial the court denied the plaintiff’s “prayers
for relief” and an appeal followed.
The Court reviewed RSA 91-A
(Right-to-Know Law) de novo. The plaintiff argues, but the Court is not persuaded,
that the TRG is an “advisory committee”
under RSA 91-A:1-a, VI(d) and therefore
a public body. The Court reasoned the
TRG reviews the applications for compliance but does not make recommendations. The plaintiff makes arguments
around the TRG’s “primary purpose” that
the Court finds unpersuasive. The Court
relies on statutory construction to find
that “the purpose of the body’s consideration is the deciding factor” in relation to
“primary purpose” and the TRG doesn’t
provide advice so they are not an advisory
committee.
Next, the plaintiff argues the streamlined information gathering process between the municipal officials and the
applicant triggers an open meeting requirement. The Court, relies on Bradbury,
116 N.H. at 389-90, to illustrate the difference between policy making authority
and application assistance to show that
the TRG is not involved in “governmental
programs and decisions.” Therefore, the
Court found that the TRG was not an “advisory committee” or a “public body” and
not subject to open meeting requirements,
RSA 91-A:1-a, I ; RSA 91A:1-a, VI(d);
and RSA 91-A:2, II respectively.
In relation to the plaintiff’s arguments that the trial court erred in finding
the city’s photocopying fees for public records was based on actual costs, the Court
did not find their argument persuasive.
The Court reviewing the application of the
facts de novo, found the trial court did not
misapply RSA 91-A:4 because the legislature did not mandate the use of a formula
to determine actual cost of photocopies.
The Court found the city’s presentation of
fee schedules from other municipalities to

the trial court was sufficient evidence of
actual cost because a “reasonable person
could draw the same conclusion the court
did.”
Douglas, Leonard & Garvey, P.C. of Concord (Jared Bedrick on the brief) and
The MuniLaw Group of Epsom (Tony F.
Soltani orally) for the plaintiff. The Office of the Rochester City Attorney (Terence M. O’Rourke, city attorney on the
memorandum of law and orally) for the
defendant.

Criminal Law
The State of New Hampshire v. Bruce
Moore, No. 2018-0602
June 10, 2020
Reversed
• Whether the cost of the security system
installed is an “economic loss” as defined by RSA 651:62, III(a).

www.nhbar.org

The defendant pled guilty to burglary
but disagreed with the trial court on the
amount of restitution owed the homeowners. As part of this plea, he agreed to pay a
maximum amount, but he did not concede
that the cost of the security system was
compensable as restitution. After the plea
and sentencing hearing, the State filed a
memorandum of law and the trial court
found that the expense was an “economic
loss” under RSA 651:62, III(a) and the defendant appealed.
The Court is not persuaded by the
State’s arguments that “allowing the reimbursement advances the statute’s purpose
of “increase[ing], to the maximum extent
feasible the number of instances in which
victim’s receive restitution.” The Court
reviewed the trial court’s legal conclusions de novo. Because the statute is part
of the Criminal Code they construed the
statute’s meaning “according to fair import of [its] terms and to promote justice,”
RSA 625:3 (2016); “construing all part of
the statute together to effectuate its overall purpose and to avoid an unjust result”
Carrier, 165 N.H. at 721; and within the
context of the statute as a whole.
The Court found that the State did not
prove that the expense represents a “loss”
but that it would leave the homeowner’s in
a better position because they did not previously have a security system. The State
further argues that the security system is
similar to the types of compensable expenditures under RSA 651:62, III(a). The
Court agreed with the defendant that trial
AT-A-GLANCE continued on page 34
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court erred, finding their interpretation of
the statute was too broad. They construed
the statute to embrace only items similar
in nature to the types of “remedial treatment and care” in RSA 651:62, III(a) and
the security system was not similar.
The Court then addressed the dissent’s arguments, finding: 1) based on the
statutory language the statute is limited to
“the types of items particularized;” 2) if
they had followed dissent’s construction
it would have rendered ““other expenses
incurred as a direct result of a criminal offense” superfluous;” and 3) based on the
State’s arguments there would be virtually no limit compensable expenses. The
Court analyzes but declines to follow
the reasoning in Wisconsin Court of Appeals State v. Queever, 887 N.W.2d 912
(Wis. Ct. App. 2016), where a defendant
had perpetrated a series of burglaries on a
homeowner and was likely to do so again.
Additionally, the Court points out that the
majority of courts that have addressed this
issue have also found that a security system is not compensable as restitution.
The dissent would affirm the trial
court’s findings. They accept the trial
court’s factual findings, based on an evidentiary hearing, that the State had met
it’s burden of proof, by a preponderance of
the evidence, that the security system was
a reasonable charge as a direct result of
the defendant’s criminal offense. Like the
majority, the dissent reviews the statutory
interpretation de novo. The dissent found
the majority had narrowly construed the
restitution statute, inconsistent with legislative intent, rendering the phrase “other
expenses incurred as a direct result of a

criminal offense superfluous.” The dissent
highlights that the principal ejusdem generis, that the majority and the defendant
rely on, can be articulated in two ways but
that applying it is inconsistent with legislative intent. The dissent disagrees with
the defendant’s argument that the causal
connection is too attenuated. The restitution statute, which the dissent interprets
according to its plain meaning, does not
preclude the trial court from finding causal connection between the burglary and
the purchase of a security system.
Gordon J. MacDonald, attorney general
(Stephen D. Fuller, Senior assistant attorney general on the brief, and Sean R.
Locke, assist attorney general orally) for
the State. Thomas Barnard, senior assistant appellate defender of Concord, on the
brief and orally for the defendant.

Civil Procedure
Riverbend Condo Association v.
Groundhog Landscaping and Property
Maintenance, Inc., No. 2019-0264
June 5, 2020
Affirmed
• Whether the plaintiff’s complaint was
improperly dismissed on res judicata
grounds.
The plaintiff brought a complaint
against the defendant for breach of contract that was dismissed by the trial court
when neither party appeared at a scheduled trial management conference. The
plaintiff filed a motion to re-open that
was denied because it was not timely
filed within 10 days. Then, the plaintiff

filed suit against the defendant on various
charges including breach of contract. The
defendant argued that the breach of contract compliant was barred on res judicata
and the trial court agreed that the prior
dismissal “constituted a judgment on the
merits, as it was effectively issued “with
prejudice.””
The Court reviewed de novo. The
only question before the Court was
whether the dismissal of the previous suit
“with prejudice” constituted a judgement
on the merits and would therefore satisfy
the last element of res judicata. The Court
looked at the case’s procedural history.
The present case’s procedural history is
nearly identical to Foster, 136 N.H. at
730 and the Court followed that Court’s
reasoning in concluding the trial court did
not err in dismissing the case on res judicata grounds.
The plaintiff argues, and the Court
disagrees, that where the order was silent and procedural it should have been
presumed to be “without prejudice.” The
Court reasoned that the trial court could
have reopened the case rather than treating it as a motion to reconsider as untimely but that would have had little effect and
delayed the resolution. Therefore, the trial
court’s conclusion that the dismissal was
“with prejudice” was supported by the
events and the reasoning in Foster so the
Court affirmed the trial court’s order.
Prieto Law, of Manchester (Joseph Prieto
and Wesley Gardner on the brief for the
plaintiff. Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell,
P.C. of Concord (John A. Curran on the
brief) for the defendant.

Supreme Court Orders
ADM-2014-0071, In the Matter of
Franz P. Frechette, Esquire
On October 28, 2014, Attorney Franz P.
Frechette was suspended from the practice
of law in New Hampshire for nonpayment
of his 2013/2014 bar dues.
On April 7, 2020, Attorney Frechette
filed a petition for reinstatement pursuant to
Rule 42A(I)(B)(1). After review, the court
grants the petition.
Accordingly, Attorney Frechette is
reinstated to the practice of law in New
Hampshire, effective immediately.
Hicks, Bassett, and Hantz Marconi, JJ.,
concurred.
ISSUED: June 22, 2020
ATTEST: Timothy A. Gudas, Clerk of Court
Supreme Court of New Hampshire
u
RSA chapter 679, effective July 1,
2020, establishes a Housing Appeals Board.
In accordance with RSA 679:2, the Supreme
Court appoints the following members to
the board:
1. Attorney Gregory E. Michael, to
serve a five-year term as chair of the board,
beginning July 1, 2020, and expiring June
30, 2025.
2. Mark C. Stevens, land surveyor,
to serve a four-year term, beginning July
1, 2020, and expiring June 30, 2024.
3. Elizabeth R. Fischer, real estate
broker, to serve a three-year term, beginning
July 1, 2020, and expiring June 30, 2023.
Issued: June 25, 2020
ATTEST: Timothy A. Gudas, Clerk of Court
Supreme Court of New Hampshire

NH Superior Court Judicial Assignments: July – September 2020
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y Bar Exam from page 32
law school.”
After the MHA sent its formal request
to the Committee, Hyatt got to work sharing
information about the request with members of the legal and mental health communities across New Hampshire. Support
flowed in from attorneys, law professors,
professional organizations, and other student groups. Many responded by sending
letters supporting the removal of questions
about mental health to the Committee, including US Senator Maggie Hassan, former
Chief Justice John Broderick, the Disability Rights Center of New Hampshire, the
National Alliance on Mental Illness New
Hampshire, Community Partners Behavioral Health and Developmental Services
of Strafford County, the New Hampshire
Public Defender, and the New Hampshire
Psychiatric Society.

y McNamara from page 32
ter and the relevant laws.
For McNamara, the law provides
clear direction in business cases. Those
cases don’t often involve questions of
credibility like criminal cases do.
“The hardest thing for any judge is
sentencing in criminal cases,” McNamara
said. “There is no book I can pull off the
shelf and read that will give me the answer for that particular case. To preside
over criminal cases, we have to make determinations as to believability.”
When taking a guilty plea, McNamara said, he takes a lot of time with defendants to make sure they not only understand their rights but that they feel like
they’ve been treated fairly by the system.
“Almost nobody I’ve ever sentenced
goes to jail forever. Sooner or later they’re
going to come out, and how they act will
depend, in part, on how they feel they
were treated,” he said. “I don’t focus my
comments on telling a person how bad I
think he is; I try to find something positive. Even in the most heinous of cases, like sexual assault cases, I can say,
‘You’ve taken responsibility and saved
someone the additional trauma of having
to go through a trial.’ ”
Like the judges he serves with, McNamara has seen people at the worst
moments in their lives and he said those
experiences have reinforced for him the
importance of compassion but also the
need for structure and rules.

The New Hampshire Supreme Court
Committee on Character and Fitness reviewed the request and input provided by
the MHA and other constituents at its May
meeting. In announcing its decision to remove inquiries into applicant mental health,
the Committee said it “was persuaded that
the questions discouraged law students and
others from seeking necessary treatment for
mental health and substance abuse problems when such services are critical to student well-being.”2 The announcement went
on to quote character and fitness committee
chair Joseph F. McDowell, III, Esquire:
“A diagnosis standing alone does not
equate to misconduct that reflects on an applicant’s character or ability to practice law
in a professional manner. We believe removing these questions will encourage law
students and attorneys to stay healthy and
seek treatment when needed.”
The Committee’s announcement also
acknowledged the input it received from

“I’m not perfect but I try to remember
that everyone who is in front of me is a
human being,” he said.
As a reflected on his career earlier
this month, he said life certainly took a
turn when the first positive cases of coronavirus were confirmed in early March.
He knew he would soon step down from
his post in Merrimack County but he
imagined a more ‘normal’ farewell.
“I had planned to travel to see my
grandchildren. We’ll see how that goes,”
he said with a laugh about his plans for
this summer.
McNamara and his wife, Linda, have
three children and five grandchildren.
They are scattered across the U.S. and in
Europe.
Wherever life takes him post-retirement, McNamara said he will always return to the Granite State. He and his wife
were college sweethearts and made Bedford their home about 35 years ago.
“I like to travel but I also like to come
home. We’ve lived in the same place for
a long time and it’s pretty comfortable,”
he said. “We have the same house we
lived in when the children were little. We
don’t need a big house anymore, except
our children now have families of their
own, and when they can come to visit it’s
nice to have the space – to be in a familiar
space to make new memories.”
These articles are being shared by partners in The Granite State News Collaborative. For more information visit collaborativenh.org.

“numerous constituencies,” including former Chief Justice Broderick.
“I admire the law students who petitioned for change and am grateful to the
Committee and the Court that they saw the
need, too,” Justice Broderick said.
Prior to the announcement, New
Hampshire’s Character and Fitness Questionnaire asked in Question 11: “Do you
currently have any condition (including,
but not limited to, substance abuse, alcohol
abuse, or a mental, emotional, or nervous
disorder or condition) that in any way affects your ability to practice law in a competent, ethical, and professional manner?”
An affirmative answer required applicants
to then answer Question 12 with an explanation and list of the names and addresses
of all past and current treatment providers.
With the removal of these two questions, New Hampshire joins at least twelve
other states who have removed similar inquiries into applicant mental health history,
diagnosis, and treatment, including New
York, Connecticut, Louisiana, Arizona,
California, Illinois, Massachusetts, and
Washington.3
Hyatt and the MHA are thrilled by the
announcement.
“We are so excited that moving forward, students planning to apply to the New
Hampshire bar will no longer have to fear
about disclosing private health information.
We believe this is an important step towards
de-stigmatizing mental health and substance abuse challenges in the legal profession in New Hampshire, and hope that more
students feel comfortable seeking help.”
“A powerful change for and by NH
law students,” UNH Law Professor Buzz
Scherr tweeted after the announcement.
“Law students can make change happen.”

1. In a 2016 survey, 70% of students at Yale
Law School reported experiencing mental
health challenges during law school, but
only 33% of students sought treatment;
of those students who considered but decided not to seek treatment, 30% cited
bar disclosure concerns. Yale Law School
Mental Health Alliance, Falling Through
the Cracks (Dec. 2014) https://law.yale.
edu/sites/default/files/falling_through_the_
cracks_120614.pdf.
2. New Hampshire Judicial Branch, New
Hampshire Removes Questions on Mental
Health Conditions from Bar Admissions
Application, News Release (June 19, 2020)
https://www.courts.state.nh.us/press/2020/
HeathQuestions.htm.
3. Madeline Holcombe, Law Students Say
They Don’t Get Mental Health Treatment
for Fear it Will keep Them from Becoming
Lawyers. Some States are Trying to Change
That, CNN (Feb, 29, 2020) https://www.
cnn.com/2020/02/23/health/law-schoolbar-exam-mental-health-questions/index.
html?utm_source=Weekly+Spark+3%2F
6%2F20&utm_campaign=Weekly+Spa;
Margaret Hannon and Scott Hiers, Law
Students, Law Schools Lead Efforts to Remove Mental Health Questions from Character & Fitness Equation, ABA FOR LAW
STUDENTS (Oct. 9, 2019) https://abaforlawstudents.com/2019/10/09/law-studentslaw-schools-mental-health-character-andfitness/
Victoria Saxe is a third-year law student at
the University of New Hampshire School
of Law where she is a Warren B. Rudman
Public Interest Fellow and Daniel Webster
Scholar. Victoria helped start the Mental
Health Alliance at UNH Law during her 1L
year.

NEW HAMPSHIRE LAWYERS
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Creating a Path to Lawyer Well-Being
We Can Help With:

Anxiety
Stress
Burnout
Depression
Alcohol & Drug Problems
Grief & Loss and
Compassion Fatigue

Always 100% Confidential
“Don’t do alone what can be accomplished together.”

2 ½ Beacon Street, Suite 163
Concord, NH 03301
603-491-0282
Call 603-491-0283
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Referrals from other attorneys are a major source of new business. Advertising
in Bar News, the state’s only publication about NH law and law practice, is the
best way to let your colleagues know about your firm and the focus of your
practice. Published by and for the New Hampshire Bar Association, NHBA
members receive special pricing on Bar News advertising.

The NH Bar Center
is located at
2 Pillsbury St., Suite 300,
Concord, NH 03301

nhbar.org
(603) 224-6942
MEMBER HOTLINE

(603) 715-3279

Download the new members-only media kit at:
HTTPS://WWW.NHBAR.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2020/06/2022021MEDIA-KIT-FOR-MEMBERS-NEW.PDF

“
“

This is the only advertising we do...
Other lawyers frequently mention
seeing our ads in the Bar News,
and we attribute many of our
referrals to that advertising.”

FOR
PRICING
AND
ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION,
PLEASE
CONTACT:

– Randy Reis
Reis & Kirkland

A great way to let all my fellow
Bar members know the type of
work I do, and my willingness
to work with them on cases.
I would strongly advise using the
Bar News to reach fellow lawyers
both here in New Hampshire and
throughout the region.”

Advertising and
Sponsorship Sales
Coordinator
PHONE:

603.715.3263

– Peter Hutchins
Hutchins Law Offices

EMAIL:

advertise@nhbar.org
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Classifieds
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
ASSOCIATE – Upton & Hatfield seeks an associate with 3+
years’ experience for its Peterborough location to concentrate in the areas of estate planning, probate and business
law. The right candidate would have an excellent work
ethic, strong communication and interpersonal skills, and a
willingness to learn. Community involvement is important.
Competitive benefit and compensation package. Please
submit resume with writing sample to: Lauren Irwin, Upton
& Hatfield, LLP, P.O. Box 1090, Concord, NH 03302-1090
or lirwin@uptonhatfield.com. All inquiries will be held in
strict confidence.
ASSOCIATE PORTSMOUTH – Growing Seacoast law
firm seeks associate attorney with 1-7 years of experience.
New Hampshire Bar Admission required. Position requires
business experience, court appearances, drafting of pleadings, attention to detail and strong organizational skills.
Compensation commensurate with experience. Please send
resume via email to: Debra April, Hoefle, Phoenix, Gormley
& Roberts, PLLC (dapril@hpgrlaw.com).

ASSISTANT DEAN OF CAREER SERVICES – The University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce School of Law invites
applications for an Assistant Dean of Career Services. This
role works with students, prospective employers, faculty and
alumni to place students in legal and law-related employment.
For a complete position description, please visit: http://jobs.
usnh.edu/postings/36353. UNH is an EEO employer.
LITIGATION ATTORNEY – Our well-established law firm in
Nashua, NH is expanding and seeking a hard working lateral
associate with 6+ years of experience in our Litigation department. A portable book of business is preferred. NH license
required. MA license a plus. Our team offers an excellent
source of internal cross-selling, a strong administrative infrastructure, and competitive benefits. Apply in confidence to:
HIRING PARTNER, HAMBLETT & KERRIGAN, 20 Trafalgar
Square, Suite 505, Nashua, New Hampshire 03063.

TRANSACTIONAL ATTORNEY – Our well-established
law firm in Nashua, NH is expanding and seeking a hard
working lateral associate with 6+ years of experience to
handle a variety of matters in the areas of Trust & Estates,
Real Estate and Business. A portable book of business
is preferred. NH license required. MA license a plus. Our
team offers an excellent source of internal cross-selling, a
strong administrative infrastructure, and competitive benefits.
Apply in confidence to: HIRING PARTNER, HAMBLETT &
KERRIGAN, 20 Trafalgar Square, Suite 505, Nashua, New
Hampshire 03063.

LEGAL ASSISTANT for IP Practice in Hanover, NH – Duties
include applications and other filings, portfolio management,
investigation, correspondence and attorney support. Can
train. Submit resume to Garfield.goodrum@gdrmlaw.net.

ASSOCIATE – Portsmouth law firm with business, creditor
rights, consumer collection and financial institution defense
practice seeks litigation associate. Massachusetts or New
Hampshire Bar Admission required. Position requires
regular court appearances, drafting pleadings, regulatory
compliance, attention to detail and strong organizational
skills. Compensation commensurate with experience. Send
Resume to: Randall Pratt, Esq. Law Office of Randall L
Pratt PC, 1 Cate Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801 or via email
employment@prattlawpc.com.

MANCHESTER: Solo or satellite offices near downtown
courts, shared reception, conference room, furnishings,
parking and utilities. rjj911@myfairpoint.net.

Shaheen & Gordon, P.A., Attorneys at Law, is seeking a full-time Family Law Attorney. The
candidate must be licensed to practice law in NH and have 3+ years of experience in the practice
of divorce and family law. Admission in ME and/or MA is a plus. The ideal candidate will
have experience with complex cases and strong analytical, writing, and communication skills.
We look forward to welcoming an attorney who is hardworking, committed to excellence in
his or her practice, and dedicated to client service. This is an outstanding opportunity for an
experienced lawyer to grow his or her career and practice in a collaborative, supportive, fastpaced environment.
Shaheen & Gordon is a non-smoking workplace. We offer a competitive salary and a generous
benefits package including health insurance, flexible spending account, health reimbursement,
long term disability, life insurance and 401(k) with employer match.
If you want to contribute to a premier and growing law firm, then we want to hear from
you. Successful employees at Shaheen & Gordon are confident, respectful, and team-oriented
with a high degree of integrity. Interested applicants please forward resumes and salary
requirements to recruiting@shaheengordon.com. No phone calls or agencies please.
EOE

OFFICE SPACE

CLASSIFIEDS continued on page 38

Do you like working with entrepreneurs? Are you interested in joining a
collaborative and innovative legal practice? Cook, Little, Rosenblatt &
Manson, p.l.l.c. is a highly-regarded boutique business law firm with an
opening in its corporate practice group. Our ideal candidate has strong
academic credentials and 2-4 years of sophisticated corporate experience.
We offer competitive compensation, as well as a platform for you to develop
client relationships, become involved with local organizations, work with
high-growth businesses, and build your practice in
a supportive and collegial environment.
To learn more about the firm, visit our website at
www.clrm.com. To apply, please send your resume
to Lisa Roy, Hiring Coordinator, at l.roy@clrm.
com.

EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY

NH BAR ASSOCIATION

Accounting Administrator

Seeking Experienced Attorney for busy and rapidly growing Family Law
practice in Nashua, NH. Full-time position. Paid-time off (vacation
and holidays), incentive bonus plans, employer match IRA, short term
disability, and the opportunity to work with wonderful individuals and
to grow with the business! The candidate will make frequent court
appearances. Candidates must have significant experience drafting
motions and arguing law to the Court and have outstanding attention
to detail. Must have a J.D. from an ABA-approved law school and be
an active member in good standing of the Bar. 3-6 years of Family Law
experience preferred. Should have substantial client contacts and be
willing to network. Must have an ability to work well with others to
include staff, opposing parties, and Court personnel.
Please send cover letter, resume, references and writing sample to xiorli@
bernazzanilaw.com. Applications will be held in strict confidence.

ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEY
SCOPE OF POSITION:
Seeks justice with professionalism, excellence and pride, consistent with
the New Hampshire Rules of Professional Conduct, American Bar
Association and National District Attorney’s Association guidelines, as a
criminal prosecutor with a concentration in Superior Court.
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS:
• Acts as counsel for the State of New Hampshire in criminal matters.
• Works closely with Victim/Witness Coordinators to ensure that all
witnesses/victims are properly informed, prepared and supported
throughout the prosecution process.
• Presents investigations and cases to the Grand Jury
REQUIRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
• Juris Doctor from accredited law school.
• 3 years of experience in criminal prosecution, preferred.
• Must be admitted into the New Hampshire Bar Association.

NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS

FAA CERTIFIED DRONE PILOT FOR HIRE. Aerials /
Videos / Photos. Reasonable rates – Veteran operated.
Call Rob at 603-809-2055.

Attorney - Corporate Practice Group

Family Law Attorney

SALARY RANGE: $2,261.60 - $3,279.20 Dependent upon experience
STATUS: Full Time / Exempt
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
Employment application and resume required.
Apply online: Careers@co.rockingham.nh.us
Walk-in / Mail Applications:111 North Rd, Brentwood, NH 03833
Equal employment Opportunity

SERVICES

The NHBA Accounting Administrator is primarily responsible for handling all accounts payable transactions for the
NH Bar Association and its affiliates, NH Bar Foundation and NH Pro Bono Referral System. The position is also
responsible for some cash receipt processing as it relates to NHBA’s Lawyer Referral Service. The Accounting
Administrator is a member of the NHBA’s Attorney Licensure Renewal Team in that they review, process and offer
member support for the annual Trust Account Compliance filing required of all attorneys practicing in the State of
New Hampshire.
REQUIREMENTS:
Associate Degree or higher in Accounting or equivalent from a college or technical school. Ability to communicate
clearly with all staff within the Bar Center, members, vendors and customers. Experience using MS Dynamics GP
accounting software a plus.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
• Processes accounts payable invoices, including verifying extensions and totals, confirming appropriate approvals
and coding to the appropriate general ledger accounts per board-approved budgets
• Processes accounts payable payments and void checks
• Processes checks, verifies to invoices, and delivers to appropriate managers for signature and approval; delivers
payment package to Director of Business Operations for final review; mails checks and files documents
• Follow-up with vendors regarding missing invoices and outstanding checks
• Petty cash custodian
• Processes cash receipts for NHBA’s Lawyer Referral Program
• Completes and maintains file of IRS Form W-9 requests
• Prepares IRS Forms 1099 annually
• Process annual trust account compliance forms on behalf of the NH Attorney Discipline Office
• Supports Member Records Coordinator, posting member address updates/changes as schedule allows
• Maintains and updates documentation of accounts payable processes, and performs activities per documentation
• Performs all duties in an accurate and timely manner, and contributes to the success of the accounting team
• Back up on switchboard for Front Desk Coordinator on occasion
• Enters monthly expenditures to update Continuing Legal Education (CLE) budget sheets for all CLE programs
• Verifies deposits weekly from Operating Account bank statement
• Matches certified mail slips as they come back from post office with receipts held in house
• Performs other work including special projects as required
ATTRIBUTES:
•
Positive attitude
•
Exceptional time management, organizational, interpersonal and communication skills
•
Member service motivated
HOW TO APPLY:
Please submit cover letter, resume and references to employment@nhbar.org.

www.nhbar.org
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Trust and Estate Planning Attorney | Lebanon, NH or Burlington, VT

Thinking of winding down? Looking for a change?

DRM is seeking an experienced estate planning attorney to join our busy Trusts and Estates Practice. The ideal
candidate has experience in the field of trusts and estates, designing estate plans and drafting all estate planning documents, and has experience with estate, gift, and generation skipping tax planning, the preparation of
gift and estate tax returns, and estate and trust administrations.

Alfano Law Office seeks an experience attorney looking to wind down
their practice while continuing to participate in strategic decisions
concerning the office and client matters.

This is an exceptional opportunity to work with a dynamic, collegial team of trust and estate professionals. The
area offers a wide variety of outdoor activities, a vibrant cultural environment, thriving downtowns, welcoming
communities and easy access to mountains and lakes.

Call or email Paul Alfano at:
Paul@alfanolawoffice.com
603-226-2288
603-226-1188

Patent Attorney | Burlington, VT or Lebanon, NH
DRM is seeking an experienced patent attorney having a portable book of business and a strong background
in chemical/biochemical arts to join our Intellectual Property Group in either our Burlington, Vermont, or our
Lebanon, New Hampshire Office. The ideal candidate will have the following: Six or more years of patent
experience, including preparing and prosecuting patent applications in chemical/biochemical arts or electrical
arts, or a former U.S. patent examiner in a chemical/biochemical art unit or an electrical art unit, with at least
one year of patent experience outside of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. The ideal candidate will have
a book of business, and be eager to develop new client relationships, and become part of a team of attorneys
committed to delivering top-quality service to growing and successful businesses.
This is a unique opportunity to work with a team of sophisticated intellectual property professionals. Burlington
is consistently ranked among the best places to live in the U.S. by numerous publications and polls. It provides
a vibrant cultural environment, a thriving downtown, a welcoming community, easy access to mountains and
lakes, and short commutes. Lebanon is located in the Upper Valley, a region along the New HampshireVermont border that includes Dartmouth College, the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, and over 120 tech
companies, including biotech, medical tech, and software companies, among others, and provides ready access to the college town of Hanover and a wide variety of outdoor activities.
DRM serves a wide range of local, regional, national, and international clients. Our intellectual property lawyers
have worked at some of the largest firms, IP boutiques, and corporations in the U.S., and are now at DRM
because they have found they can continue to have sophisticated practices while enjoying the many benefits
of living in the Vermont-New Hampshire region.
DRM is committed to investing in our attorneys’ professional growth and development. We offer excellent mentorship and training, as well as leading technology, competitive salary, and a comprehensive benefits package,
including industry-leading paid parental leave and two generous retirement plans.

DIRECTOR OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE & VICTIM/WITNESS SERVICES
The Cheshire County Attorney’s Office has an opening, with a start date to be determined,
for the position of Director of Restorative Justice & Victim/Witness Services. This position is
responsible for developing and implementing policies and procedures relative to the Victim
Rights Act as well as providing services and information to civilian victims and witnesses. Acts
as liaison between the County Attorney’s Office and the Behavioral Health and Restorative
Justice Programs.
A Bachelor’s degree and three to five years of related experience with the criminal justice
system, or equivalent combination of education and experience is required. Prior supervisory
experience and knowledge of case management systems is preferred.
Cheshire County offers competitive wages and a generous benefit package. Submit cover
letter and resume to Kim May, Human Resources Director, Cheshire County, 12 Court Street,
Keene, NH 03431 or kmay@co.cheshire.nh.us. Applications/resumes submitted via Indeed
or other internet employment services will NOT be considered.

Apply here: https://www.drm.com/careers/attorney-job-openings.

EOE

North Conway
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Cooper Cargill Chant, northern NH’s largest law firm, serving clients in
New Hampshire and Maine, is looking for an attorney to join our vibrant
firm. Our firm distinguishes itself by providing sophisticated counsel
to a growing local, regional, and national client base, while balancing
lifestyle opportunities afforded by our location in the White Mountains.
Our lawyers are active members of the communities in which we live,
serving on numerous state and local Bar Associations, municipal, and nonprofit Boards. We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package.

CORPORATE ATTORNEY:
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Downs Rachlin Martin – Northern New England’s largest business law firm - has a significant opportunity for a corporate/
commercial attorney to practice within its dynamic business law group in its Burlington, Vermont office. The ideal candidate
will have over six (6) years of relevant experience working with colleagues and clients on matters involving venture capital
transactions (entity formation, seed financings, capitalization tables, portfolio management), mergers and acquisitions
(asset and stock purchases, mergers, due diligence) and debt and equity financings (mortgages, Uniform Commercial
Code, promissory notes and loan agreements). The firm’s business law group is engaged in a wide variety of transactions
locally, nationally and internationally. The ideal candidate will have a partial book of business, and be eager to develop
new client relationships. The ideal candidate will become part of a team of attorneys committed to delivering top-quality
service to growing and successful businesses.

Litigation Attorney | Lebanon, NH
Downs Rachlin Martin — one of Northern New England’s largest law firms – has an exciting opportunity for a litigation
attorney in its Lebanon office. The ideal candidate will have demonstrated experience litigating in New Hampshire courts
and an interest in sophisticated commercial litigation, including but not limited to trust and estates litigation and creditors’
rights litigation.

Transactional IP Attorney | Burlington, VT

Cooper Cargill Chant seeks an associate attorney with
1-3 years of corporate and transactional experience to
provide counsel to closely held businesses, lenders, and
the resort community. The ideal candidate will have
strong credentials and an ability to work effectively
with clients, colleagues, and the community.
Please send letter of interest and resume to Hiring Partner
Leslie Leonard at lleonard@coopercargillchant.com.
For further information, visit www.coopercargillchant.com

Senior Corporate/Commercial Attorney | Burlington, VT

DRM has a great opportunity for a mid-level associate for its rapidly growing transactional IP and licensing practice in
its Burlington, Vermont office. The ideal candidate would have experience with software licensing, technology transfers,
technology company joint ventures, data security and privacy law. DRM’s business law group is engaged in wide a variety
of sophisticated business transactions locally, nationally and internationally, including financing transactions, M&A and
intellectual property transactions and joint ventures. We have been seeing an increasing demand for Transactional IP
work over the past few years across a range of industries. The ideal candidate has 3 to 6 years of relevant experience, and
wants to be part of a team of attorneys committed to delivering top-quality service to growing and successful businesses.

Corporate/Commercial Attorney | Lebanon, NH
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC seeks an experienced corporate/commercial attorney to join its Lebanon office. The ideal
candidate will be licensed to practice in New Hampshire, have a portable book of business with compatible clients and
have a minimum of ten years of experience in corporate/commercial law. The ideal candidate will also be active in the New
Hampshire business and civic community and be committed to growing DRM’s regional presence. Relevant experience
would include the formation of corporations, limited liability companies and other business organizations, commercial loan
transactions, equity financings (including private equity and venture capital) and mergers and acquisitions (including sales
of stock and assets, management buyouts, recapitalizations and reorganizations). Experience with ESOPs, B-corps or
other focused practices would be highly valued.
DRM is committed to investing in our attorneys’ professional growth and development. We offer excellent mentorship
and training, as well as leading technology, competitive salary, and a comprehensive benefits package, including
industry-leading paid parental leave and two generous retirement plans.
Apply here: https://www.drm.com/careers/attorney-job-openings.

www.nhbar.org
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Landlocked?
Discontinued
Road?

MARKETING MANAGER
Sulloway & Hollis, a preeminent regional law firm, is now hiring for a Marketing
Manager. Based out of the Concord NH office, the Marketing Manager coordinates
with Firm Management, Practice Group leaders, and individual attorneys to develop
and implement marketing activities, public relations, and client services, to increase
visibility and brand recognition that strengthens and expands the Firm’s client base
and New England regional presence, in addition to other duties. For more information
on the position, please visit our website at www.sulloway.com/careers.

Who Owns It?
Paul J. Alfano
603-226-1188
paul@alfanolawoffice.com

Resumes should be sent to the attention of Stephanie Hood, Chief Operating Officer,
Sulloway & Hollis, 9 Capitol Street, Concord, NH 03301 or by email to shood@
sulloway.com.

603.226.4225

www.AppealsLawyer.net

John Cunningham

Doreen Connor

LLCs

dconnor@primmer.com

Member of
American
Academy
of Appellate
Lawyers

LAW FIRM BILLING MANAGER
An opportunity exists at Sulloway & Hollis, PLLC, one of New Hampshire’s largest and most prominent
law firms, for a Billing Manager in its Accounting Department.
The applicant must be well-organized, with strong attention to detail, have the ability to both work
independently and as a team player. The applicant should have a minimum of five to seven years of
hands on experience in the processing of legal or professional services bills, both paper and electronic.
May also perform a variety of other accounting duties according to established policies and procedures
to include maintaining contact with attorneys, staff, vendors and clients and observe confidentiality of
clients and firm matters. The position oversees one billing coordinator and works closely with the partners
and COO to evaluate billing processes, troubleshoot billing and collection challenges and ensures the
accurate and timely processing of all client billing.
To qualify, applicant must possess a working knowledge of Microsoft Office especially Excel. Experience
with a variety of e-billing companies a plus. Strong math skills and a working knowledge of basic
accounting preferable.
We offer competitive salaries, commensurate with experience, an
excellent benefits package and a cohesive team atmosphere.

IRC §199A and
Other Business Owner
Tax Deductions

www.llc199A.com

A.A.DORITY
SURETY BONDS

Qualified applicants should submit resume and cover letter to Jennifer
L. Iacopino, Human Resources Administrator at hr@sulloway.com.

Serving New England’s Lawyers Since 1899

•
•
•
•
•
•

Probate Bonds
Appeal Bonds
T.R.O. Bonds
Dissolve Lien Bonds
Bid, Performance & Payment Bonds
Fidelity Bonds

PHONE: 617-523-2935 FAX: 617-523-1707

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE MOST COSTLY
MASS TORTS IN US HISTORY

www.aadority.com
A.A. DORITY COMPANY, INC.
262 Washington St., Suite 99, Boston, MA 02108

ARE YOU TIRED OF BILLABLE HOURS?
ARE YOU MOTIVATED BY COMPLEX LEGAL PROBLEMS?
RiverStone, a global insurance industry leader specializing in the acquisition and
management of insurance portfolios, has created a team tasked with changing the
future of national mass tort and pollution litigation through thoughtful, creative
claim handling, litigation strategies, and system-wide initiatives. RiverStone is looking
for Claims Analysts to join the team.
Prospective teammates should:

Be creative, effective advocates with excellent oral and written
communication skills

Be comfortable challenging the status quo for the better

Prefer to work in a collaborative, multidisciplinary team toward a
common goal
Successful candidates will:

Negotiate directly with attorneys, policyholders, and co-carrier
representatives

Observe and participate in court proceedings with defense attorneys

Analyze and use data to drive better results

Evaluate complex coverage and liability issues that impact the litigation

Identify potential exposures to the company and report to senior-level
management on significant pending matters

Devise and implement creative strategies aimed at improving long-term
results for all stakeholders, including policyholders, affiliate insurers, and
injured claimants

Receive individualized training to:
o
Develop claim specific skills and knowledge
o
Understand and evaluate complex coverage issues
Implement and integrate those skills to impact the course of
o
litigation

Rousseau Law
& Mediation

“The Outcome of Your Case Matters to Us”
Offering affordable legal representation
including divorce, legal separation, custody,
parenting rights, child support, alimony
and mediation services

Marianne L. Rousseau, ESQ
Debbie Martin Demers, ESQ
(603) 715-2824
mrousseau@rousseaulawnh.com
www.rousseaulawnh.com
559 Pembroke Street, Pembroke, NH 03275

Classified advertising will only be accepted on a prepaid basis.
The publisher reserves the right to accept or reject all advertising
copy at its discretion.
If you would like to place an ad in the classified section, please
contact our Advertising and Sponsorship Sales Coordinator at
(603) 715-3263. You may e-mail your ad to: advertise@nhbar.org
and mail with a check for prepayment to: NH Bar News Classifieds,
2 Pillsbury Street, Suite 300, Concord, NH 03301.
If you have missed the deadline for the current issue, your ad
will appear on our website, www.nhbar.org, before the next issue
date once the $25 website fee is prepaid.

Words
up to 20 21-40
Members
$50
$80
Non-Members $60
$90

41-60
$105
$120

61-80
$130
$155

81-100
$155
$185

Ad Reservation
Deadline

Final Ad Copy Due

August 19, 2020

August 3, 2020

August 10, 2020

Sept. 16, 2020

August 31, 2020

Sept. 4, 2020

Oct. 20, 2020

Oct. 5, 2020

Oct. 9, 2020

Nov. 18, 2020

Nov. 2, 2020

Nov. 9, 2020

Dec. 16, 2020

Nov. 30, 2020

Dec. 7, 2020

January 20, 2021

January 4, 2021

January 11, 2021

Issue Date

Experience in pollution, mass tort litigation or insurance coverage is preferred but not
required. RiverStone offers an exceptional health benefits program, paid maternity
leave, company matching 401K, tuition reimbursement, employee stock purchase plan
and additional site specific perks (on site gym, yoga classes, personal trainer and more).
For additional information, and to apply online, please visit www.trg.com/join-us.
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603.626.3304

Feb. 17, 2021

Feb. 1, 2021

Feb. 8, 2021

March 17, 2021

March 1, 2021

March 8, 2021

April 21, 2021

April 5, 2021

April 12, 2021

www.nhbar.org

Classified
Rates
100+ ($25 website fee)
$1.30/word
$1.60/word

2020-2021

Bar News

Ad
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POWERING PAYMENTS
FOR THE

LEGAL INDUSTRY
The easiest way to
accept credit, debit,
and eCheck payments
Trust Payment
IOLTA Deposit
Amount

$ 1,500.00
Reference

NEW CASE
Card Number

**** **** **** 4242

The ability to accept payments online has
become vital for all firms. When you need to
get it right, trust LawPay's proven solution.
As the industry standard in legal payments,
LawPay is the only payment solution vetted
and approved by all 50 state bar associations,
60+ local and specialty bars, the ABA, and
the ALA.
Developed specifically for the legal industry to
ensure trust account compliance and deliver
the most secure, PCI-compliant technology,
LawPay is proud to be the preferred,
long-term payment partner for more than
50,000 law firms.

ACCEPT MORE PAYMENTS WITH LAWPAY
888-491-7596
lawpay.com/nhba
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